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ABSTRACT

For the vast majority of computer systems correct operation is defined as producing the correct result
within a time constraint (deadline). We refer to such computer systems as real-time systems (RTSs).
RTSs manufactured in recent semiconductor technologies are increasingly susceptible to soft errors,
which enforces the use of fault tolerance to detect and recover from eventual errors. However, fault
tolerance usually introduces a time overhead, which may cause an RTS to violate the time constraints.
Depending on the consequences of violating the deadlines, RTSs are divided into hard RTSs, where the
consequences are severe, and soft RTSs, otherwise. Traditionally, worst case execution time (WCET)
analyses are used for hard RTSs to ensure that the deadlines are not violated, and average execution time
(AET) analyses are used for soft RTSs. However, at design time a designer of an RTS copes with the
challenging task of deciding whether the system should be a hard or a soft RTS. In such case, focusing
only on WCET analyses may result in an over-designed system, while on the other hand focusing only
on AET analyses may result in a system that allows eventual deadline violations.

To overcome this problem, we introduce Level of Confidence (LoC) as a metric to evaluate to what
extent a deadline is met in presence of soft errors. The advantage is that the same metric can be used for
both soft and hard RTSs, thus a system designer can precisely specify to what extent a deadline is to be
met. In this thesis, we address optimization of Roll-back Recovery with Checkpointing (RRC) which
is a good representative for fault tolerance due to that it enables detection and recovery of soft errors at
the cost of introducing a time overhead which impacts the execution time of tasks. The time overhead
depends on the number of checkpoints that are used. Therefore, we provide mathematical expressions
for finding the optimal number of checkpoints which leads to: 1) minimal AET and 2) maximal LoC.
To obtain these expressions we assume that error probability is given. However, error probability is
not known in advance and it can even vary over runtime. Therefore, we propose two error probability
estimation techniques: Periodic Probability Estimation and Aperiodic Probability Estimation that esti-
mate error probability during runtime and adjust the RRC scheme with the goal to reduce the AET. By
conducting experiments, we show that both techniques provide near-optimal performance of RRC.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The constant demand for high performance has resulted in a rapid development of
semiconductor technologies. Advancement in recent technologies, made it possi-
ble for the semiconductor device integration process to reach the sub-micron do-
main, which in turn enables fabrication of very complex integrated circuits (ICs).
With such ICs it is possible to integrate an entire system onto a single chip com-
monly referred to as System on Chip (SoC). To further improve performance, an
SoC is often designed to include multiple processors and is referred to as Multi-
Processor SoC (MPSoC).

While the latest semiconductor technologies offer previously unseen perfor-
mance, there is a drawback that comes along as we step into the sub-micron do-
main. Shrinking feature sizes and lowering operation voltages, makes devices more
susceptible to soft errors [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. Soft errors cause devices to temporar-
ily deviate from their nominal operation. Despite the temporal nature of soft errors,
i.e. soft errors occur in the system causing the system to malfunction for a period
of time and disappear afterwards, if no actions are taken soft errors may lead to
system failure. Thus, soft errors can significantly influence the system reliability.

Soft errors have also been a problem in earlier semiconductor technologies,
however with the recent technologies this problem becomes more evident. The soft
error rate has increased by orders of magnitude compared with earlier technologies,
and the rate is expected to grow in future semiconductor technologies [5], [6], [7],
[8], [9]. Therefore, it is becoming increasingly important to consider techniques
that enable detection and recovery from soft errors [6], [10], [11], [12].

Fault tolerance is the property that enables a system to continue with its cor-
rect operation even in the presence of errors. To provide fault tolerance systems
are usually designed such that some redundancy is included. John von Neumann
introduced already in 1952 a redundancy technique called NAND multiplexing
for constructing reliable computation from unreliable devices [13]. Triple Modu-
lar Redundancy (TMR) is one of the best known hardware redundancy techniques
[14], [15], [16], [17], [18]. In TMR a process is executed on three functionally
equivalent hardware units and the output is obtained by using the two-out-of-three
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1. INTRODUCTION

voting concept. Thus, even if one of the hardware units in TMR fails, the system is
still able to produce the correct output. Similar to TMR, an example of providing
fault tolerance by adding redundant hardware is the architecture of the fighter JAS
39 Gripen which contains seven hardware replicas [19].

Fault tolerance has been a subject of research for a long time and significant
amount of work has been produced over the years [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25],
[26]. For example, researchers have shown that schedulability of an application
can be guaranteed for preemptive on-line scheduling under the presence of a single
transient fault [27], [28], [29], [30], [31]. Punnekkat et al. assume that a fault can
adversely affect only one job at a time [32]. Kandasamy et al. consider a fault
model which assumes that only one single transient fault may occur on any of the
nodes during execution of an application [33]. This model has been generalized to
address a number k of transient faults in the work of Pop et al. [34].

While fault tolerance provides the feature of making the system more resistant
to the influence of errors, fault tolerance comes at a cost. Making the system
fault-tolerant usually is related to adding an overhead, usually hardware or time
overhead, which can result in: higher hardware cost, higher energy consumption
and even affect (degrade) system’s performance. Therefore, there should be a clear
goal to which extent fault tolerance is required for a particular system. To minimize
the drawback caused of employing fault tolerance usually requires optimization of
the fault-tolerant technique which is used. The optimization goals for a given fault-
tolerant technique may differ among different classes of computer systems.

In general, computer systems can be classified as real-time systems (RTSs) and
non-RTSs depending on the requirement of meeting time constraints (deadlines).
RTSs can be further classified into soft and hard depending on the consequences
when the given deadlines are violated. For hard RTSs, it is a catastrophe if dead-
lines are not met, while for soft RTSs, violating the deadlines usually degrades the
quality of service, but the consequences are not catastrophic [35]. During design of
a soft RTS it is common to minimize the average execution time (AET), while for
a hard RTS it is common during design to use worst case execution time (WCET)
analysis to ensure that deadlines are met. The drawback with the AET is that it
does not guarantee that deadlines are met and it lacks the distribution of the exe-
cution times, i.e. sometimes a task (job) can complete much earlier in time, while
sometimes it may take much longer time. WCET, on the other hand, guarantees
that the deadlines are always met and thus catastrophic consequences are avoided.
However, it is difficult to perform accurate analysis on the WCET and further the
WCET may be very pessimistic which can result in having over-designed systems.

From the discussion above one can observe that the optimization objectives
differ among soft and hard RTSs, i.e. AET is used for soft RTSs and WCET is
used for hard RTSs. Hence, the optimization objectives are clearly defined and
separated for soft and hard RTSs. However, prior to designing a system, designers
must cope with the challenging task of deciding whether a system should be a soft
or a hard RTS. In such regard, using analyses based solely on AET and WCET
becomes insufficient. Therefore, we have in this thesis introduced a metric, Level
of Confidence, to evaluate the probability that correct results are obtained while
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1.1. Roll-back Recovery with Checkpointing

satisfying time constraints (deadlines) [36]. The advantage of this metric is that
it is equally good to evaluate soft and hard RTSs, which previously has not been
considered, i.e. AET has been used for evaluating soft RTSs and WCET has been
used for evaluating hard RTSs. By introducing this metric, a designer of an RTS
can specify to what extent a deadline must be met. This metric brings another di-
mension when it comes to optimization of the fault-tolerant technique that provides
the needed level of reliability.

Optimizing the usage of fault tolerance is tightly related to a model that de-
scribes the occurrence of soft errors in a system, e.g. probability of soft errors
within an interval of time. Mainly, these models depend on the environment where
the system operates. As long as soft errors occur according to the considered
model, it is easier to optimize the usage of fault tolerance. However, it is very
difficult to accurately model the occurrence of soft errors. For example, a mobile
system that occasionally changes the operational environment may not always be
able to provide optimal usage of fault tolerance due to that one single model may
not reflect the conditions in different operational environments. To overcome this
problem estimation techniques along with on-line adjustment techniques are re-
quired. While the estimation techniques can estimate the model that describes the
occurrence of soft errors for a particular operational environment, the on-line ad-
justment techniques can, based on the provided estimation, tweak the fault-tolerant
technique such that it provides near optimal results.

In this thesis we focus on a fault-tolerant technique known as Roll-back Re-
covery with Checkpointing (RRC). This technique is equally applicable for both
soft and hard RTSs. RRC is a good representative for fault tolerance as it enables
detection and recovery from soft errors at the cost of introducing a time overhead.

1.1 Roll-back Recovery with Checkpointing
RRC is a representative fault-tolerant technique, and this technique has been the
focus of research for a long time [37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42].

Unlike classical re-execution schemes where the task (job) is restarted once an
error is detected, RRC copes with soft errors by making use of previously stored
error-free states of the task, referred to as checkpoints. During the execution of
a task, the task is interrupted and a checkpoint is taken and stored in a memory.
The checkpoint contains enough information such that a task can easily resume its
execution from that particular point. For RRC it is crucial that each checkpoint is
error-free, and this can be done by for example running acceptance tests to validate
the correctness of the checkpoint. Once the checkpoint is stored in memory, the
task continues with its execution. As soft errors may occur at any time during the
execution of a task, an error detection mechanism is used to detect the presence
of soft errors. There are various error detection mechanisms that can be used, e.g.
watchdogs, duplication schemes etc. [14], [43], [44], [45]. In case that the error
detection mechanism detects an error, it forces the task to roll-back to the latest
checkpoint that has been stored.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this thesis, we have considered a scheme for RRC that utilizes task dupli-
cation. In such scenario, a task is duplicated and concurrently executed on two
processing nodes. During the execution a number of checkpoints are taken. At
each checkpoint the states of both processing nodes are compared against each
other. If the states match, the states are saved as a safe point (correct checkpoint)
from which a task can be resumed. If the states do not match, this indicates that an
error has occurred in at least one of the processing nodes and therefore, to handle
the error, both processing nodes have to load the latest saved safe state and resume
execution of the task from that point. By using this scheme we avoid the usage of
acceptance tests to verify correctness of checkpoints at the cost that errors can only
be detected at discrete time points, i.e when taking the checkpoint.

While RRC is able to cope with soft errors, it introduces a time overhead that
negatively affects the system. The time overhead is caused due to checkpointing
operations (comparing the states from both processing nodes and storing/loading a
safe state). Further, the time overhead depends on the number of checkpoints. The
negative impact of the time overhead caused by RRC can be seen from different
points of view for soft and hard RTSs. For soft RTSs the time overhead increases
the AET and thus degrades system’s performance, while for hard RTSs the time
overhead may be the reason to violate the time constraints (deadlines). This gives
the motivation to consider optimization of RRC with the goal to minimize the
negative impact caused by the introduced time overhead.

1.2 Related Work
In this section we outline related work. We discuss related work that addresses
RRC for soft and hard RTSs.

1.2.1 Soft real-time systems
Most work that addresses RRC for soft RTSs aims to optimize the RRC scheme
with the goal to minimize the AET [44], [46], [47], [48], [49], [50], [51], [52].
RRC has an impact on the AET, due to that the number of checkpoints that is taken
during the execution of a job affects the execution time. A high number of check-
points reduces the time overhead that is caused due to re-execution. However, a
high number of checkpoints increases the time overhead that is caused due to tak-
ing the checkpoints. On the other hand, when a low number of checkpoints is used,
the time overhead of taking the checkpoints is lower, but then the time overhead
caused due to re-execution is larger. Thus, this motivates that there exists an opti-
mal number of checkpoints to be used, such that it minimizes the time overhead,
which also ensures the minimal AET [48], [50], [51], [52]. Most work assumes
that the fault-free execution (computation) time is given [46], [47], [49], [50], [51],
[52]. Out of these works, we detail the work of Shin et al. [46].

Shin et al. derive analytical expressions for calculating the mean (average)
execution time for two different models: 1) basic model, where they use the as-
sumption of perfect coverage of the on-line detection mechanisms, and 2) extended
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model, where they use the assumption of imperfect coverage of on-line detection
mechanisms and acceptance tests [46]. For the basic model, due to the assumption
of perfect coverage of on-line detection mechanisms, whenever a job completes it
always provides the correct results, while for the extended model, due to the as-
sumption of imperfect coverage of on-line detection mechanisms and acceptance
tests, a job may complete with an unreliable (incorrect) result. In [46], for the ba-
sic model, the authors obtain the optimal number of checkpoints that results in the
minimal mean (average) execution time. For the extended model, the authors pro-
vide an algorithm to obtain the optimal placement of checkpoints that minimizes
the mean (average) execution time while the probability of an unreliable result is
kept below a specified level.

As shown in this section, most related work on RRC for soft RTSs aims to opti-
mize the number of checkpoints such that the minimal AET is obtained. Obtaining
the minimal AET for soft RTSs has some important advantages. For example,
minimizing the AET can lead to a lower power consumption and thus save energy
which is very important for embedded systems. For control systems, where tasks
are executed periodically obtaining the minimal AET is important as it can affect
the control quality, i.e. reducing the AET enables reducing the periods and thus in-
crease the sampling frequency. While the minimal AET provides these advantages,
having the minimal AET does not guarantee that the time constraints (deadlines)
are always met. The main drawback with the minimal AET is that we lack dis-
tribution of the execution times, i.e. sometimes a job completes much earlier in
time, while sometimes it may take much longer time causing violation of dead-
lines. Therefore, for soft RTSs it is not only important to minimize AET, but it is
also important to optimize RRC with the goal to reduce the AET while at the same
time some reliability constraints are satisfied, e.g. probability to meet deadlines.

1.2.2 Hard real-time systems
For hard RTSs most of the work addressing RRC focuses on providing real-time
guarantees that time constraints are met [27], [29], [53], [54], [55].

Zhang et al. discuss fault recovery based on checkpointing for hard RTSs [53].
In their work the authors assume a hard RTS that executes a set of n periodic
real-time jobs, where each of the jobs is modeled with three parameters: execu-
tion time under fault-free conditions, period and deadline. For the given system
they assume two different fault models: 1) at most k faults can occur during the
execution of a single job, and 2) at most k faults can occur during a hyperperiod
(shortest repetitive sequence of the schedule). To handle faults they assume that
each job employs checkpointing. The main contribution of their work is providing
schedulability tests to verify if a given hard RTS is schedulable, i.e. all jobs are
periodically executed and able to meet the given deadlines, under the given fault
model. If a system is schedulable under the given fault model, they report the re-
quired checkpointing scheme, i.e. the number of checkpoints to be used for each
job. The schedulability analysis provided in this work is based on calculating the
response time (WCET). They show that employing checkpointing is very impor-
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1. INTRODUCTION

tant to obtain schedulability for hard RTSs. Zhang et al. have shown that a system
that is schedulable under a given fault model when checkpointing is employed,
may not be schedulable under the same fault model if re-execution is used instead
of checkpointing [53]. The real-time guarantees that are provided in this work rely
on the response time (WCET) analysis. The main drawback with WCET is that
accurate estimate of WCET is possible only for a fault model where the number of
faults is bounded to a fixed number. However, due to the fact that errors can occur
at any moment in time, it is difficult to predict the number of faults that can occur
within an interval of time.

Kwak et al. provide analysis on the reliability of a checkpointed real-time con-
trol system [54]. In their work the authors consider a control system that consists
of a single control task for which the WCET, the period and the deadline are given.
For the fault model, they consider that transient faults occur according to a Poisson
process with a fault arrival rate, λ, and recovery rate, µ. By utilizing Markov mod-
els they derive the reliability equation over a mission time (number of consecutive
sampling periods) of the control system. Kwak et al. model the control system
by a 3-state Markov chain, where within a sampling period the control system can
be in one of the following states: 1) the control task has been correctly executed
and the transient faults are in fault-free state, 2) the control task has been correctly
executed and the transient faults are in fault-active state and 3) the control task has
either been executed incorrectly or has not finished within the sampling period.
Kwak et al. have shown the impact of the number of checkpoints on the system re-
liability and therefore they have proposed an algorithm to find the optimal number
of checkpoints with the goal to maximize system reliability [54]. Further, they ex-
tend the model to address system reliability for a control system which consists of
multiple control tasks, where for each control task the WCET and the period (which
is equal to the deadline, Di) are given. For the case of multiple control tasks, they
propose a task allocation algorithm. The algorithm computes the greatest common
divisor of deadlines (GCDD) and divides each control task into Di/GCDD equal
length smaller chunks (subtasks). Each subtask is then sequentially assigned on
each GCDD interval. After running the task allocation algorithm, they apply the
system reliability model for a single control task with a deadline equal to GCDD,
assuming that all the subtasks assigned within the GCDD interval are equivalent to
one control task. Out of this they can obtain the optimal number of checkpoints to
be used for each task such that the system reliability is maximized.

To summarize this section, it is important for hard RTSs to optimize RRC with
the goal to maximize the probability to meet the deadlines. Therefore, we introduce
a metric, Level of Confidence, to evaluate to what extent deadlines are met and we
optimize RRC with the goal to maximize the Level of Confidence.
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1.3 Contributions
This section outlines the contributions of this thesis. First, we present our contri-
butions that address RRC for soft RTSs and second, we present our contributions
regarding RRC for hard RTSs.

For contributions addressing RRC for soft RTSs, we have focused on optimiza-
tion of RRC where the optimization goal is to minimize the AET. The contributions
are as follow:

• given a job and an error-free probability, we defined a mathematical formula
to compute the optimal number of checkpoints for the job such that the min-
imal AET is obtained;

• as error probability is not known at design time and it can change during
operation, we presented two techniques, i.e Periodic Probability Estimation
and Aperiodic Probability Estimation, to estimate the error probability and
adjust RRC during runtime such that the AET is reduced.

For contributions addressing RRC for hard RTSs, we have focused on optimiza-
tion of RRC where the optimization goal is to maximize the probability of meeting
the deadlines. For hard RTSs, we further divide the contributions into two groups.
For the first group, we present contributions related to optimization of RRC for a
single job with a given deadline and for the second group, contributions addressing
optimization of RRC for multiple jobs that have a common global deadline.

For a single job, the contributions are as follows:

• we derived an expression to evaluate the probability that a job meets a given
deadline, i.e. the Level of Confidence (LoC);

• we proposed an optimization method that finds the optimal number of check-
points that results in the minimal Guaranteed Completion Time (GCTδ), i.e.
the minimal completion time that satisfies a given LoC requirement δ;

• we derived an expression to compute the optimal number of checkpoints that
results in the maximal LoC;

• we have shown that the optimal number of checkpoints that results in the
minimal AET, does not provide the maximal LoC.

For multiple jobs, the contributions are as follows:

• we have shown that performing a local optimization for each job and com-
bining these local optima together does not result in the maximal LoC with
respect to the global deadline;

• we have shown that handling a set of jobs as a one single large job and
obtaining the optimal number of checkpoints for the single large job does
not result in the maximal LoC with respect to the global deadline;

• for a set of jobs, we provided an expression to evaluate the LoC with respect
to the global deadline;

7
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• we have shown that a holistic solution (exhaustive search on possible check-
point assignments) is required to obtain the optimal checkpoint assignment
and the maximal LoC;

• we developed a method to speed up the computations and obtain the maximal
LoC in significantly shorter time.

• we made experiments that show that our method always finds the optimal
LoC and observe tremendous reduction in computation time.

An important observation is that our contributions addressing RRC for hard RTSs
are also applicable for soft RTSs. For example, having an expression for calculat-
ing the LoC is one contribution that is equally applicable for soft and hard RTSs.
A soft RTS may not require the maximal LoC, but still might have some LoC re-
quirement, thus having an expression for evaluation of LoC is important also for
soft RTSs. Further, obtaining the minimal GCTδ bridges the gap between soft and
hard RTSs. While for hard RTSs having high LoC requirement (close to the maxi-
mal) is more important, for soft RTSs is more important that jobs can be executed
in shorter time. The minimal GCTδ takes into consideration both minimal com-
pletion time and an LoC requirement, thus bridges the gap between soft and hard
RTSs.

1.4 Thesis Organization
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 details the common as-
sumptions that are used throughout the thesis. Important definitions and notations
are also defined and detailed in this chapter. Chapter 3 discusses RRC for soft
RTSs. It covers the steps of deriving the mathematical framework that is used to
compute the optimal number of checkpoints that results in the minimal AET. Chap-
ter 4 discusses RRC for hard RTSs addressing a model of a single job with a given
deadline. This chapter covers the derivation of the expression for evaluation of the
LoC with respect to a given deadline for a single job. Derivation of mathematical
formulas for computing the optimal number of checkpoints that minimizes GCTδ
and the optimal number of checkpoints that maximizes the LoC is also included in
this chapter. Chapter 5 discusses RRC for hard RTSs addressing a model of mul-
tiple jobs with a given global deadline. This chapter relates the findings presented
earlier in Chapter 4 and shows that results from optimization for a single job are
not directly applicable for the case of multiple jobs. New expression for evaluation
of the LoC is derived, and a method that finds the optimal assignment for the num-
ber of checkpoints that results in the maximal LoC is presented. Chapter 6 focuses
on the importance of having accurate estimates on the error probability. It presents
two approaches, i.e. Periodic Probability Estimation and Aperiodic Probability Es-
timation, which aim to estimate the error probability and based on the estimation
adjust the checkpointing scheme such that the AET is reduced. Finally, Chapter 7
concludes this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

This chapter covers the preliminary concepts and assumptions that are used through-
out the thesis. The chapter is organized in three sections. First, we provide the
system model, i.e. the architecture of a system that enables the usage of RRC.
Second, we present the fault model and we present the fault assumptions regarding
occurrence of soft errors. Finally, we define some key terms and notations that are
later used in the thesis.

2.1 System Model
The system model is presented in Figure 2.1. The architecture shown in Figure 2.1
consists of two processing nodes (processors), a shared memory and a Compare &
Control Unit (CCU) connected through a shared bus. In such architecture RRC is
performed as follows. Each job is duplicated and concurrently executed on both
processing nodes. At a given time, the execution of the job is interrupted and a
checkpoint is taken at each node. The checkpoint includes sufficient information
such that the job can be resumed from that particular point. We consider a check-
point to be represented as the status of a processing node. Once the statuses of
both nodes are obtained, each processing node sends its status to the CCU. The
CCU compares the statuses from both processing nodes. If the statuses match,
i.e. no errors are detected, the CCU stores the statuses in memory and signals to
the processing nodes to continue with the execution of the job. If the statuses do
not match, i.e. an error is detected, the CCU loads the most recently saved status
from memory and sends it to both processing nodes forcing them to roll-back the
execution of the job.
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Processor 1 Processor 2

Shared
Memory

Compare &
Control

Unit

Shared Bus

Figure 2.1: System Model

2.2 Fault Model and Fault Assumptions
While soft errors can occur in any part of a computer system, i.e. memories, com-
munication controllers, buses, etc., in this thesis we address soft errors that occur in
the processing nodes and we assume that errors occurring elsewhere in the system
are handled with conventional techniques for fault tolerance, e.g. error-correction
codes (ECC) for handling soft errors that occur in memory.

For the fault model, we consider that soft errors (faults) that occur in the pro-
cessing nodes cause erroneous outcome of undergoing computation, i.e. bit-flips
in the result produced after some computation. Further, we assume that each soft
error provides a unique erroneous outcome. By using this assumption, if two soft
errors occur, one in each processing node, we guarantee that the states of both pro-
cessing nodes will differ due to that each soft error has caused different erroneous
outcome.

Next, we elaborate on the occurrence of soft errors. We assume that occurrence
of soft errors is an independent event. Our fault model considers that given is the
probability, Pt, that no errors occur in a processing node within an interval of time,
t. This model is not limited to the number of faults that can occur within a time
interval, which is an assumption that has been used in others’ research work [32],
[53], [55].

Due to the fact that the occurrence of soft errors is an independent event, given
the probability, Pt, that no errors occur in a processing node within an interval of
time t, we can compute the probability that no errors occur within an interval of
time τ , by using the following expression:

Pτ = P
τ
t
t (2.1)
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2.3 Definitions and Notations
In this section, we define some useful terms related to RRC.

As discussed in the previous chapter, the main drawback of RRC is that it
introduces a time overhead. Here we define some terms related to time overhead.
Checkpoint setup overhead is defined as the time needed for a processing node to
prepare the contents of a checkpoint that is to be taken. In other words, the check-
point setup overhead defines the time needed to generate a checkpoint which usu-
ally involves operations as extracting all registers values from a processing node.
We denote the checkpoint setup overhead with τs.

Bus communication overhead is defined as the time needed for a checkpoint
to be transferred over the shared bus. A checkpoint can be either transferred from
a processing node to the CCU, or from the CCU to one of the processing nodes.
Due to that we use a system model where we employ a shared bus, only one pro-
cessing node at time can exchange checkpoints with the CCU. We denote the bus
communication overhead with τb.

Comparison overhead is defined as the time needed for the CCU to compare
the checkpoints it has received from both processing nodes. After comparison, the
CCU sends the appropriate checkpoint to both processing nodes. In case the check-
points sent from both processing nodes are the same, the checkpoint is stored and
sent to both nodes. In case the checkpoints sent from the processing nodes do not
match, the CCU retrieves the most recently stored checkpoint from memory and
sends it to both nodes. Observe that the operations, done by the CCU, for load-
ing or storing a checkpoint in memory are considered as a part of the comparison
overhead. We denote the comparison overhead with τc.

Checkpoint unload overhead is defined as the time needed to extract (unload)
the information from a checkpoint into the registers of a processing node. This
overhead occurs after both processing nodes have received the checkpoint sent
from the CCU. We denote the checkpoint unload overhead with τu.

Finally, we define checkpointing overhead as the total time overhead that is
needed to perform all the necessary checkpoint operations. The checkpointing
overhead is a cumulative overhead that takes into account the checkpoint setup,
bus communication, comparison and checkpoint unload overhead. We denote the
checkpointing overhead with τ . Illustration of the checkpointing overhead is de-
picted in Figure 2.2. As can be seen from Figure 2.2, at a checkpoint request both
processing nodes spend some time to prepare the checkpoint, i.e. checkpoint setup
overhead, τs. Once the checkpoint is ready, one at a time, each processing node
transfers the checkpoint over the shared bus, i.e. bus communication overhead, τb.
After receiving the checkpoints from both processing nodes, the CCU compares
the checkpoints and depending on the comparison it retrieves the checkpoint that
should be sent to both processing nodes, i.e. comparison overhead, τc. The CCU
sends the corresponding checkpoint to both processing nodes, one checkpoint at a
time for each node, i.e. bus communication overhead, τb. Finally, once both pro-
cessing nodes have received the checkpoint from the CCU, each processing node
extracts the information from the checkpoint and loads this information into its
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of checkpointing overhead

registers, i.e. checkpoint unload overhead, τu. According to this, the following
expression applies for the checkpointing overhead:

τ = τs + 2τb + τc + 2τb + τu = τs + 4τb + τc + τu (2.2)

In RRC the execution of a job is interleaved with the checkpoint operations,
i.e. checkpointing overhead is added each time a checkpoint request is issued. Ac-
cording to this statement, the total execution of a job consists of two parts: useful
execution and redundant execution. We define the term execution segment to re-
fer to the portion of job’s execution between two subsequent checkpoint requests.
Thus, job’s execution can be seen as executing a set of execution segments, where
each execution segment is followed by a checkpointing overhead. Execution seg-
ments along with checkpointing overhead are illustrated in Figure 2.3.

Whenever a soft error occurs during the execution of an execution segment, the
execution segment is re-executed on both processing nodes. Observe that a soft
error may occur only in one processing node during the execution of an execution
segment. In such scenario, at the end of the execution segment, i.e. at a checkpoint
request, one of the processing nodes produces the correct result, while the other
processing node produces an erroneous outcome. However, during the comparison
performed by the CCU, this error will be detected and re-execution of the execu-
tion segment will be enforced on both processing node, i.e. re-execution of the
execution segment will be enforced also on the processing node that has produced
the correct outcome. In case that soft errors occur on both processing nodes dur-
ing the execution of an execution segment, following the assumption that each soft
error produces a unique erroneous outcome, after the execution of the execution
segment, during the comparison, the checkpoints from both processing nodes will
differ, meaning that an error will be detected, and therefore re-execution of the
execution segment will be enforced on both processing nodes.
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Figure 2.3: Graphical presentation of RRC scheme

Following the previous discussion, we refer to an execution segment as erro-
neous execution segment if soft errors have occurred during the execution at least
in one of the two processing nodes. In contrast to erroneous execution segment,
we define successful execution segment as an execution segment where no errors
have occurred in both processing nodes. Illustration of successful and erroneous
execution segments is depicted in Figure 2.4.
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Chapter 3

Analysis and Optimization of
Average Execution Time

In this chapter we discuss RRC for soft RTSs. As already mentioned in the previ-
ous chapters, while RRC is able to cope with soft errors, RRC introduces a time
overhead that impacts the execution time. The time overhead caused due to the
usage of RRC is dependent on the number of checkpoints that has been taken dur-
ing the execution of a job. As for soft RTSs it is important to reduce the AET and
thus improve performance, in this chapter we provide a mathematical framework
to calculate the optimal number of checkpoints that results in the minimal AET.
This chapter is organized as follows. We provide the problem formulation in Sec-
tion 3.1. Derivation of a mathematical expression for calculating the AET of a job
when RRC is employed is presented in Section 3.2. Finally, in Section 3.3 we pro-
vide mathematical formulas for calculating 1) the optimal number of checkpoints
and 2) minimal AET.

3.1 Problem Formulation
In this chapter we discuss the following problem. Given the following inputs:

• T , the fault-free (error-free) execution time of a job when RRC is not em-
ployed,

• Pt, the probability that no soft errors occur in a processing node within an
interval of time t,

• τs, the checkpoint setup overhead,

• τb, the bus communication overhead,

• τc, the comparison overhead, and

• τu, the checkpoint unload overhead
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compute the optimal number of checkpoints, nc, that should be used during the
execution of the job, such that the AET of the job is minimized.

3.2 Average Execution Time
In this section we elaborate on the steps to calculate the average (expected) execu-
tion time for a job that employs RRC. The AET depends on the number of check-
points that are taken during the execution of the job, and we denote the number
of checkpoints with nc. We assume that the checkpoints are uniformly distributed
which leads to that all execution segments (see definition in Chapter 2) are of the
same length. Provided that the fault-free execution time, T , for a job is given, i.e.
the time needed for a job to complete when no errors occur during execution and
RRC is not employed, and considering that nc checkpoints are to be used we can
calculate the length of a single execution segment, tES , as expressed in Eq. (3.1).

tES =
T

nc
(3.1)

Due to the fact that soft errors can occur during the execution of an execution
segment, we need to evaluate the probability of a successful execution segment (see
definition in Chapter 2). In our problem formulation, given is Pt, the probability
that no errors occur in a processing node within an interval of time t. Considering
the fault model presented in Chapter 2, we can first compute PT , the probability
that no errors occur in a processing node within an interval of time equal to the
fault-free execution time of the job, T , by using Eq. (3.2).

PT = Pt
T
t (3.2)

Further we can compute p, the probability of an error-free execution segment, us-
ing Eq. (3.3). Important to note is that p denotes the probability of an error-free
execution segment which is not equivalent to a successful execution segment, i.e.
error-free execution segment refers to an execution segment that has been executed
on one processing node and no errors have occurred during execution.

p = PT
tES
T = PT

T/nc
T = PT

1
nc (3.3)

Finally, to compute Pε, the probability of a successful execution segment we use
the expression presented in Eq. (3.4).

Pε = p2 = PT
2
nc =

nc

√
PT

2 (3.4)

As can be seen from Eq. (3.4) the probability of a successful execution segment is
calculated as the joint probability that both execution segments, executed on both
processing nodes, are error-free execution segments, i.e. no errors have occurred in
any of the processing nodes during the execution of an execution segment. Having
the expression for computing Pε, the probability of a successful execution segment,
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Figure 3.1: Detailed execution of a job employing RRC with nc checkpoints

we can easily compute Qε, the probability of an erroneous execution segment by
using Eq. (3.5).

Qε = 1− Pε (3.5)

Considering that nc checkpoints are used, leads to that the job is divided into nc
different execution segments, and the job completes once a total of nc successful
execution segments are executed. However, due to the fact that errors may occur,
some execution segments (erroneous execution segments) must be re-executed. An
illustration of the execution of a job employing RRC, assuming that nc checkpoints
are used, is depicted in Figure 3.1. As illustrated in Figure 3.1 an error has occurred
in execution segment ES2 and therefore this execution segment is re-executed.

In general each of the nc different execution segments must be executed at least
once, but may need to be executed several times in case errors occur. Therefore,
we first need to compute the expected number of times an execution segment has
to be executed. To compute the expected number of times an execution segment
has to be executed we make use of a random variable X. The random variable X
represents the number of times an execution segment has to be executed, thus the
set of values that can be assigned to this variable is S = [1,∞), due to that an
execution segment has to be executed at least once, but may need to be executed
infinite number of times. Further, for the random variable X there exists a prob-
ability distribution function P (X = xi) which for each value in the set, xi ∈ S,
represents the probability that the actual value of the random variable X is equal
to xi. Relating this to our particular case, we need to identify the probability dis-
tribution function that provides the probability that an execution segment has to be
executed a number of times.

We derive this probability distribution function, P (X = xi), step by step. In the
case that an execution segment has to be executed once, the only alternative is that
the provided execution segment has been a successful execution segment. Since
we have already introduced the probability of a successful execution segment, Pε,
clearly P (X = 1) = Pε. In case an execution segment has to be executed twice,
this would be due to that during the first execution an error has been detected,
i.e. an erroneous execution segment has been executed, while no errors have been
detected during the second execution, i.e. a successful execution segment has been
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executed. Thus P (X = 2) can be calculated as the probability of having one
erroneous and one successful execution segment, i.e. P (X = 2) = (1− Pε)× Pε.
In the general case where an execution segment has to be executed k number of
times, this would mean that in the first k − 1 executions of the execution segment
errors have been detected, i.e. k − 1 erroneous execution segments have been
executed, and only the last execution has been successful (without any errors), i.e.
the last execution segment has been a successful execution segment. Hence, we can
calculate the probability that an execution segment has been executed k number of
times as the joint probability of having k − 1 erroneous execution segments and a
single successful execution segment, i.e. P (X = k) = (1 − Pε)k−1 × Pε. Out of
this discussion we provide the expression for the probability distribution function,
P (X = xi), in Eq. (3.6).

P (X = xi) = (1− Pε)xi−1 × Pε (3.6)

Finally, computing the expected number of times an execution segment has to
be executed is the same as computing the expected value for the random variable
X, which is given in Eq. (3.7).

E[X] =
∑
xi∈S

xi × P (X = xi) (3.7)

Replacing the expression for the probability distribution function,
P (X = xi) (Eq. (3.6)), in Eq. (3.7), enables to provide a closed form expression,
presented in Eq. (3.8), for calculating the expected number of times an execution
segment has to be executed.

E[X] =

∞∑
k=1

k × (

Qε︷ ︸︸ ︷
1− Pε)k−1 × Pε =

= Pε ×
d

dQε

( ∞∑
k=1

Qkε

)
=

= Pε ×
d

dQε

(
Qε

1−Qε

)
=

= Pε ×
1

1−Qε
+ Pε ×

Qε
(1−Qε)2

=

= 1 +
Qε

1−Qε
=

1

1−Qε
=

1

Pε
(3.8)

Let us examine Eq. (3.8) in detail. The first part of Eq. (3.8) is shown in
Eq. (3.9) and Figure 3.2 clarifies Eq. (3.9). Execution of an execution segment
results in either a successful execution or an erroneous execution. In the case of
a successful execution, i.e. no errors have occurred during the execution of the
execution segment, the execution of the job can proceed with the following exe-
cution segment. In the case of an erroneous execution, i.e. errors have occurred
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during the execution of the execution segment, the execution of the job will pro-
ceed by re-executing the erroneous execution segment. Similarly, the re-execution
of the erroneous execution segment can be either successful or erroneous. The
re-execution proceeds until the outcome of the latest re-execution has been iden-
tified as successful, i.e. no errors have occurred during the latest re-execution.
Eq. (3.9) captures all possible outcomes. We illustrate the possible outcomes when
executing an execution segment in Figure 3.2. Further, in Figure 3.2 we show the
expressions, which contribute to calculating the expected number of times an exe-
cution segment has to be executed, for each possible outcome. The most upward
equation in Figure 3.2 shows the expression for executing ESi one time, while the
most downward equation shows the expression whenESi is executed k times. Due
to the fact that all possible outcomes may occur, a sum over all cases is required,
and such sum results in the expression given in Eq. (3.9).

E[X] =
∞∑
k=1

k × (

Qε︷ ︸︸ ︷
1− Pε)k−1 × Pε (3.9)

ESi,k: Execution number k of execution segment i (ESi)

ESi,1 1× Pε

ESi,1 ESi,2 2× (1− Pε)× Pε

ESi,1 ESi,2 ESi,3 3× (1− Pε)2 × Pεqqq
ESi,1 ESi,2 ESi,3 q q q ESi,k k × (1− Pε)k−1 × Pε

Figure 3.2: Illustration of possible outcomes when executing an execution
segment

Next, we detail the second equilibrium sign in Eq. (3.8). Here we make use of
the rule to calculate derivative of power functions. In such case we can rewrite the
expression k ×Qk−1

ε with the derivative of Qkε , i.e. d
dQε

(
Qkε
)
, which is presented

in Eq. (3.10).
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∞∑
k=1

k × (

Qε︷ ︸︸ ︷
1− Pε)k−1 × Pε =

= Pε ×
∞∑
k=1

k ×Qk−1
ε =

=

{ ∞∑
k=1

k ×Qk−1
ε =

∞∑
k=1

d

dQε

(
Qkε
)}

=

= Pε ×
∞∑
k=1

d

dQε

(
Qkε
)

(3.10)

By further applying the sum rule in differentiation, we can rewrite the expres-
sion

∑∞
k=1

d
dQε

(
Qkε
)

in Eq. (3.10) with d
dQε

(∑∞
k=1Q

k
ε

)
, in which case we get

the same expression as presented in the second equilibrium sign in Eq. (3.8).

∞∑
k=1

k × (

Qε︷ ︸︸ ︷
1− Pε)k−1 × Pε =

= Pε ×
∞∑
k=1

k ×Qk−1
ε =

=

{ ∞∑
k=1

k ×Qk−1
ε =

∞∑
k=1

d

dQε

(
Qkε
)}

=

= Pε ×
∞∑
k=1

d

dQε

(
Qkε
)

=

= Pε ×
d

dQε

( ∞∑
k=1

Qkε

)
(3.11)

Eq. (3.12) details the third equilibrium sign in Eq. (3.8). The term
∑∞
k=1Q

k
ε

represents a convergent geometric sum, due to the fact that the common ratio, i.e.
the ratio between two successive terms from the sum, is lower than one. For the
given geometric sum, the common ratio is defined as Qε

k+1

Qεk
= Qε. Since Qε

represents the probability of an erroneous execution segment, by definition the
following inequality holds |Qε| < 1. The result of a convergent geometric sum∑∞
k=0Q

k
ε is equal to 1

1−Qε .
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Pε ×
d

dQε

( ∞∑
k=1

Qkε

)
=

= Pε ×
d

dQε

(
Qε ×

∞∑
k=1

Qk−1
ε

)
=

= Pε ×
d

dQε

(
Qε ×

∞∑
k=0

Qkε

)
=

= Pε ×
d

dQε

(
Qε ×

1

1−Qε

)
=

= Pε ×
d

dQε

(
Qε

1−Qε

)
(3.12)

Eq. (3.13) details the final part of Eq. (3.8). To obtain the expression in Eq. (3.13)
we need to calculate the derivative of the term Qε

1−Qε , which is presented as a prod-
uct of two functions, i.e. f1 = Qε and f2 = 1

1−Qε . The derivative of these
functions are computed as d

dQε
f1 = 1 and d

dQε
f2 = 1

(1−Qε)2 . We calculate the

derivative of the term Qε
1−Qε by applying the chain rule and thus we obtain the ex-

pression in Eq. (3.13), which provides the same result as presented in Eq. (3.8):
E[X] = Pε × d

dQε

(∑∞
k=1Q

k
ε

)
= 1

Pε
.

Pε ×
d

dQε

(
Qε

1−Qε

)
=

= Pε ×
d

dQε
(Qε)×

1

1−Qε
+

Pε ×Qε ×
d

dQε

(
1

1−Qε

)
=

= Pε × 1× 1

1−Qε
+ Pε ×Qε ×

1

(1−Qε)2
=

= Pε ×
1

1−Qε
+ Pε ×

Qε
(1−Qε)2

=

= {Pε = 1−Qε} =
1−Qε
1−Qε

+
(1−Qε)×Qε

(1−Qε)2
=

= 1 +
Qε

1−Qε
=

1−Qε +Qε
1−Qε

=

=
1

1−Qε
=

1

Pε
(3.13)

Having the expected number of times an execution segment has to be executed,
we can calculate the expected (average) time that is spent only on execution of
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execution segments. We denote this expected time as TES , and we provide the
expression for calculation of TES in Eq. (3.14).

TES = nc × tES × E[X] =

=
nc × tES

Pε
=
nc × tES

p2
=

=
T

nc
√
PT

2 , 0 < PT < 1 (3.14)

Eq. (3.14) takes into account that a total of nc different execution segments are
to be executed, where each of these execution segments has the length tES , and
further each execution segment can be executed several times, E[X].

As previously mentioned, TES , is the average time that is spent only on ex-
ecution of execution segments and therefore does not include the time spent for
performing the checkpointing operations which introduce an extra time overhead.
Similarly to TES we can calculate the average time that is spent only on perform-
ing the checkpointing operation, TCO. In Figure 3.1, we have already shown that
after an execution segment is executed, no matter if errors have occurred or not
during the execution, a checkpointing overhead (see definition in Chapter 2) is in-
serted. The checkpointing overhead takes into consideration: the time to prepare
the checkpoints (τs, checkpoint setup overhead), the time to transfer the check-
points over the shared bus (τb, bus communication overhead), the time to compare
the checkpoints (τc, comparison overhead), and the time to load the checkpoints
into the registers of the processing nodes (τu, checkpoint unload overhead). Ac-
cording to the problem formulation presented in the previous section, τs, τb, τc,
and τu are known in advance and they all depend on system’s parameters. As
these overheads are inserted after the execution of each execution segment, we can
calculate TCO using the expression presented in Eq. (3.15).

TCO = nc × E[X]× (τs + τc + τu + 4× τb) =

=
nc
Pε
× (τs + τc + τu + 4× τb) =

=
nc
p2
× (τs + τc + τu + 4× τb) =

=
nc

nc
√
PT

2 × (τs + τc + τu + 4× τb) , 0 < PT < 1 (3.15)

Finally, the AET for a job employing RRC is the sum of the average time spent
only on execution of execution segments, TES , and the average time spent only
on performing checkpointing operations, TCO. Having this said, we present the
expression for computing the AET in Eq. (3.16).

AET =
T

nc
√
PT

2 +
nc

nc
√
PT

2 × (τs + τc + τu + 4× τb) (3.16)
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Given the expressions for TES , TCO, and AET in Eq. (3.14), Eq. (3.15) and
Eq. (3.16), respectively, for the following set of inputs:

• T = 500 time units (t.u.), fault-free execution time of a job

• Pt = 0.85, probability that no errors occur in a processing node within an
interval of length 100 t.u.

• τs = 3 t.u., checkpoint setup overhead

• τb = 5 t.u., bus communication overhead

• τc = 3 t.u., comparison overhead

• τu = 3 t.u., checkpoint unload overhead

we plot the graphs for TES , TCO, and AET as functions of nc. The plots for TES ,
TCO, andAET are presented in Figure 3.3, Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5, respectively.
As can be seen from Figure 3.5, there exists an optimal number of checkpoints that
minimizes the AET. Obtaining the expressions for calculating the optimal number
of checkpoints and the minimal AET is discussed in the following section.

3.3 Optimal Number of Checkpoints
Before we proceed with the steps required to obtain the optimal number of check-
points, let us first discuss the reason why such optimal number of checkpoints
exists. For this, let us first focus on the time overhead that is caused due to usage
of RRC. Reducing the time overhead caused due to RRC actually reduces the AET,
which is our goal.

The time overhead caused by RRC can be divided into two parts: one part is
the inevitable checkpointing overhead that is dependent on system’s parameters,
and the other part is the overhead due to re-execution of erroneous executions seg-
ments. Both parts are tightly related to the number of checkpoints. When a large
number of checkpoints is used, the overhead due to checkpointing increases due to
that the checkpointing operations will be performed more frequently. At the same
time when a large number of checkpoints is used, the overhead due to re-execution
of erroneous executions segments is reduced due to the fact that the length of the
execution segments in such case is reduced (expressed in Eq. (3.1)). On the other
hand, when a low number of checkpoints is used, the overhead due to checkpoint-
ing decreases, due to that the checkpointing operations will be performed less fre-
quently. However, when a low number of checkpoints is used, the overhead due to
re-execution of erroneous execution segments increases, due to that the length of
the execution segments is larger.

We explain this with an example. Assume there is a job with a fault-free execu-
tion time T = 1000 t.u. and the checkpointing overhead is τs + τc + τu + 4× τb =
50 t.u. We need to select between the two alternatives: 1) use a single checkpoint
(nc = 1) and 2) use five checkpoints (nc = 5). For the first alternative, i.e nc = 1,
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Figure 3.3: TES , average time that is spent only on execution of execution
segments
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Figure 3.4: TCO, average time that is spent only on performing checkpointing
operations
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Figure 3.5: AET , average execution time of a job employing RRC

the length of an execution segment is the same as the fault-free execution time of
the job, i.e. tES = 1000 t.u., while for the second alternative, i.e. nc = 5, the
length of an execution segment is tES = 200 t.u. Next, let us assume a scenario
where no errors occur in any of the processing nodes during the execution of the
job. In such scenario, the time needed for the job to complete is computed as
follows:

• for the first alternative, i.e. nc = 1, the job completes after the execution
of a single execution segment which is followed by a single checkpointing
overhead, thus 1000× 1 + 50× 1 = 1050 t.u.

• for the second alternative, i.e. nc = 5, the job completes after the execution
of five execution segments each followed by a checkpointing overhead, thus
200× 5 + 50× 5 = 1250 t.u.

For this scenario the only overhead that is added is the checkpointing overhead,
and it is clear that the checkpointing overhead for the second alternative is larger
due to the fact that a larger number of checkpoints is used.

Next, let us assume another scenario where a single error occurs during the
execution of the job. In such scenario the time needed for the job to complete is
computed as follows:

• for the first alternative, i.e. nc = 1, the single execution segment will be
re-executed due to the fact that an error has occurred during execution, thus
1000× 2 + 50× 2 = 2100 t.u.

• for the second alternative, i.e. nc = 5, only one execution segment will
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be re-executed, thus a total of six execution segments are executed, hence
200× 6 + 50× 6 = 1500 t.u.

For this scenario the overhead that is added due to RRC consists of both parts, the
checkpointing overhead and the overhead due to re-execution of erroneous execu-
tion segments. For the first alternative the time overhead due to RRC is 1100 t.u.,
i.e. 50 × 2 = 100 t.u. due to the checkpointing overhead and 1000 t.u. due to re-
execution of one erroneous execution segment. For the second alternative the time
overhead due to RRC is 500 t.u., i.e. 50× 6 = 300 t.u. due to checkpointing over-
head and 200 t.u. due to re-execution of one erroneous execution segment. Thus,
here we see that the reduction of the time overhead due to re-execution of erro-
neous execution segments can considerably reduce the total time overhead caused
due to RRC (observe the time needed for the job to complete when nc = 5).

With the example shown, we want to point out that there is a trade-off that
we should take into consideration when selecting the number of checkpoints to be
used, and this trade-off is related to the checkpointing overhead and the overhead
caused due to re-execution of erroneous execution segments. To further point out
this trade-off, we refer the reader to Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4. As can be seen
from Figure 3.3, increasing the number of checkpoints reduces the average time
that is spent only on execution of execution segments, TES , and this is due to the
fact that the length of the execution segments becomes shorter as a large num-
ber of checkpoints is used. On the other hand, one can observe from Figure 3.4,
that increasing the number of checkpoints increases the average time that is spent
only on performing checkpointing operations,TCO, and this is due to the fact that
checkpointing operations will be performed more frequently when the number of
checkpoints is larger. Having this trade-off motivates existence of an optimal num-
ber of checkpoints that minimizes the AET.

Once we have motivated the existence of the optimal number of checkpoints, let
us proceed with the steps on how to compute the optimal number of checkpoints.
By closely observing the expression for the AET, given in Eq. (3.16), one can note
that AET depends on multiple parameters including the number of checkpoints
nc. Due to the fact that in our problem formulation we consider that all the other
parameters, except nc, are given, we can consider that AET is a single-variable
function of nc. To find the optimum (minimum) of this function we need to com-
pute the first derivative with respect to the single variable nc and set it to be equal
to zero. The first derivative of AET is provided in Eq. (3.17).
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dAET

dnc
=

=
d
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 T
nc
√
PT

2 +

τ︷ ︸︸ ︷
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√
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2

 =
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d
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(
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)
=

=
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=
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c
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c

2
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}
=
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n2
c

× d
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(PT

x) =

= τ × PT−
2
nc + (T + τ × nc)×

2

n2
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× (lnPT )× PT x =

= τ × PT−
2
nc + (T + τ × nc)×

2
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c

× (lnPT )× PT−
2
nc =

= PT
− 2
nc × (τ + (T + τ × nc)×

2

n2
c

× (lnPT ))

(3.17)

To obtain the number of checkpoints that finds the optimum of AET , we need
to find the roots of the equation presented in Eq. (3.17). This is given in Eq. (3.18)

0 = PT
− 2
nc (τ + (T + τ × nc)×

2

n2
c

× (lnPT )) =

= τ + (T + τ × nc)×
2

n2
c

× (lnPT ) =

=
τ

(lnPT )
+ (T + τ × nc)×

2

n2
c

=

=
τ × n2

c

(lnPT )
+ 2× T + 2× τ × nc =

= n2
c + 2× (lnPT )× nc +

2× T × (lnPT )

τ
=

= (nc + (lnPT ))2 − (lnPT )2 +
2× T × (lnPT )

τ
⇔

nc = −(lnPT ) +

√
(lnPT )2 − 2× T × (lnPT )

τ
=

= −(lnPT ) +

√
(lnPT )2 − 2× T × (lnPT )

τs + τc + τu + 4× τb
(3.18)
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The expression provided in Eq. (3.18) represents the value of nc for which the
functionAET reaches its optimum. This value of nc represents the stationary point
of the AET function. To ensure that AET reaches its minimum in the stationary
point nc, it is required to examine the second derivative of AET . If the second
derivative is evaluated as positive, this guarantees that AET reaches its minimum.

The second derivative of AET is presented in Eq. (3.19). As can be seen
from Eq. (3.19), whenever nc is positive the second derivative is always evaluated
as positive. To justify the former statement, let us closely inspect the expression
given in Eq. (3.19). The expression presented in Eq. (3.19) represents a multipli-
cation of two terms. The first multiplicand is always negative due to the fact that
it involves multiplication of the term lnPT , which itself is negative due to the fact
that 0 < PT < 1. The second multiplicand of Eq. (3.19), i.e. the term in brack-
ets, consists of three terms, where two of the terms are summed together and the
third term is subtracted. Both terms that participate in the sum are obtained after
a multiplication with lnPT , thus each one of them is negative, hence the sum is
also negative. The third term, i.e. nc × T is positive, whenever nc is positive.
Subtracting a positive term, i.e. nc × T , from a negative term, i.e. the sum of the
other two terms, results in negative term, and therefore the second multiplicand in
Eq. (3.19) is negative, under the condition that nc is positive. Finally, we conclude
that the second derivative of AET is evaluated as positive due to that it is obtained
as a multiplication of two negative terms, under the condition that nc is positive.
Since the stationary point nc is evaluated as a positive value, evaluating the sec-
ond derivative of AET at the stationary point will provide a positive value, which
means that the function AET reaches its minimum in the stationary point.

d2AET

dn2
c

=
4× PT−

2
nc × (lnPT )

n4
c

×

(T × (lnPT ) + τ × nc × (lnPT )− nc × T )

(3.19)

Out of this discussion we conclude that the optimal number of checkpoints nc
that results in the minimal AET can be obtained by using the expression given
in Eq. (3.18). Following the example used in the previous section, i.e. given the
following set of inputs:

• T = 500 t.u., fault-free execution time of a job

• Pt = 0.85, probability that no errors occur within an interval of length 100
t.u.

• τs = 3 t.u., checkpoint setup overhead

• τb = 5 t.u., bus communication overhead

• τc = 3 t.u., comparison overhead

• τu = 3 t.u., checkpoint unload overhead
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applying the expression for obtaining the optimal number of checkpoints presented
in Eq. (3.18), we get nc = 6.17, and we can justify this by observing the plot of
the AET as a function of nc presented in Figure 3.5. In Figure 3.5 we can see
that the minimal AET is obtained at nc ≈ 6. For practical reasons, we expect the
optimal number of checkpoints to be an integer number. Therefore, we first denote
an optimal number of checkpoints with n∗c and we compute its value according to
the following expression:

n∗c =

−(lnPT ) +

√
(lnPT )2 − 2× T × (lnPT )

τs + τc + τu + 4× τb

 (3.20)

Finally, having an expression to calculate the optimal number of checkpoints,
n∗c , allows us to calculate the minimal AET. We denote the minimal AET with
AET ∗ and compute it according to the expression presented in Eq. (3.21).

AET ∗ =
T

n∗c
√
PT

2 +
n∗c

n∗c
√
PT

2 × (τs + τc + τu + 4× τb) (3.21)
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Chapter 4

Level of Confidence for a
Single Job

In the previous chapter we presented an optimization approach for RRC with the
goal to minimize the AET. In general, minimizing the AET is important as it can
improve system’s performance. However, the main drawback with the minimal
AET is that we lack the distribution of the execution times, i.e. sometimes a job
may complete much earlier in time, but sometimes it may take much longer time.
Having this said, the minimal AET does not provide any guarantees that time con-
straints (deadlines) are always met. For soft RTSs eventual violation of deadlines
does not result in catastrophic outcomes, and it is therefore justified to optimize
RRC with the goal to minimize the AET. For hard RTSs, on the other hand, vio-
lating the deadlines may have severe consequences and thus optimizing RRC with
the goal to minimize the AET is not sufficient. Instead, it is for hard RTSs more
important to ensure that deadlines are met. To evaluate to what extent a deadline
is met, in this section we introduce a metric, Level of Confidence (LoC), which
provides the probability that a given deadline is met.

We have already pointed out that the main drawback of RRC is the fact that it
introduces time overhead. The time overhead introduced by RRC may be a reason
to violate deadlines. Therefore, it is important for hard RTSs to optimize RRC
with the goal to maximize the LoC. In this chapter we provide analysis for the LoC
for a single real-time job, i.e. the completion of the job is constrained by a given
deadline.

Due to the fact that a system specification may include some reliability re-
quirements, it is important to optimize RRC such that minimal completion time
is obtained while at the same time the reliability requirements are satisfied. With
respect to this we introduce the term Guaranteed Completion Time (GCTδ) that
refers to a completion time which satisfies a given LoC requirement δ. Introducing
the GCTδ opens another interesting problem to consider, i.e. optimize RRC with
the goal to minimize the GCTδ .

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we present a mathemati-
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cal framework for evaluation of LoC with respect to a given deadline for a single
job. A mathematical expression for calculating the optimal number of checkpoints
that results in the maximal LoC is derived and presented in Section 4.3. An opti-
mization method that finds the optimal number of checkpoints that minimizes the
GCTδ is presented in Section 4.4. Finally, in Section 4.5 we show some experi-
mental results.

4.1 Problem Formulation
In this chapter we discuss the following two problems.

Problem 1. Given the following inputs:

• T , processing time, i.e. the fault-free (error-free) execution time of a job
when RRC is not employed,

• D, deadline

• τ , checkpointing overhead

• PT , the probability that no soft errors occur in a processing node within an
interval of time equal to the processing time T ,

compute the optimal number of checkpoints such that the maximal LoC of meeting
the given deadline is obtained.

Problem 2. Given the following inputs:

• T , processing time, i.e. the fault-free (error-free) execution time of a job
when RRC is not employed,

• δ, LoC requirement

• τ , checkpointing overhead

• PT , the probability that no soft errors occur in a processing node within an
interval of time equal to the processing time T ,

find the optimal number of checkpoints such that the GCTδ , i.e. the completion
time that satisfies the given LoC requirement δ, is minimized.

4.2 Evaluation of Level of Confidence
In this section we provide analysis and derive an expression to evaluate the LoC
that a job which employs RRC meets a given deadline. The LoC, with respect to a
given deadline D, is the probability that a job completes before the deadline. The
LoC is determined as a sum of intermediate terms that represent the probability
that a job completes at a given discrete point in time. These terms are calculated
according to a probability distribution function, and this function must satisfy some
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necessary conditions. Thus, to compute the LoC we need to derive an expression
for the probability distribution function.

This section is organized as follows. First, we construct an expression for the
probability distribution function. Next, we prove that the proposed expression can
be used as a valid probability distribution function. At the end of this section we
provide an expression for evaluation of LoC.

To derive the probability distribution function, we start by analyzing the ex-
pected time for a job to complete when RRC is employed. As presented earlier,
the expected completion time can be described by a discrete variable due to that
an integer number of execution segments (each followed by a checkpointing over-
head) must be executed before a job completes. Assuming that nc checkpoints are
to be taken, a job can complete only when nc successful execution segments have
been executed. Thus, in the best case scenario, when no errors have occurred, a
job completes after nc executions segments have been executed each followed by
a checkpointing overhead. Each execution segment is of length T

nc
and a check-

pointing overhead, τ , is inserted after each execution segment. We denote this
completion time with t0, and it is defined as:

t0 = nc × (
T

nc
+ τ) = T + nc × τ (4.1)

If errors occur, and these errors only affect the execution of one execution
segment, hence there is one erroneous execution segment, this segment will be
re-executed, so in total there will be nc + 1 execution segments executed (one
erroneous and nc successful execution segments). We denote the case when one
execution segment is re-executed with t1 and it is defined as:

t1 = (nc + 1)× (
T

nc
+ τ) = T + nc × τ + (

T

nc
+ τ) (4.2)

In general, when there are k erroneous execution segments, tk denotes the ex-
pected completion time which is defined as:

tk = T + nc × τ + k × (
T

nc
+ τ) (4.3)

Next, we analyze the number of possible cases that a job completes exactly at
time tk. First, let us study the case that a job completes at time t0. This can happen
if and only if all the execution segments were successful, meaning that no errors
have occurred during the execution of each of the execution segments. This is the
only possible alternative for a job to complete at time t0. Now, let us assume that a
job completes at time t1. If a job completes at time t1, a single execution segment
has been re-executed. This can be any of the nc different execution segments.
Thus, there are nc possible cases that a job completes at time t1. If a job completes
at time t2, two execution segments have been re-executed. It can either be that two
out of all nc different execution segments were re-executed, or a single execution
segment was re-executed twice (an error was detected after the first re-execution).
In general, if a job completes at time tk, a total of nc + k execution segments have
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been executed, that is nc successful execution segments and k erroneous executions
segments. Note that the last execution segment among all of the nc + k execution
segments must have been a successful execution segment otherwise it contradicts
the assumption that the job has completed at tk (an erroneous execution segment
always requires a re-execution). Hence, the k erroneous execution segments are
any of the nc + k − 1 (any execution segment except for the last one). Therefore,
the number of different cases that exists so that a job completes at time tk is the
number of all the combinations of k execution segments out of nc+k−1 execution
segments. N(tk) denotes the number of possible cases that a job completes at time
tk, and N(tk) is defined as

N(tk) =

(
nc + k − 1

k

)
(4.4)

In Figure 4.1 we illustrate N(tk) (Eq. (4.4)) for nc = 3, PT = 0.5 and
tk ∈ [t0, t5]. For example, N(t1) = 3 shows that there are three cases that a
job completes at t1, since any one of the three execution segments (nc = 3) could
have been re-executed.

Next, to calculate the probability that a job completes at time tk, we need to as-
sign a probability metric for each case tk. This probability metric is closely related
to the probability of a successful execution segment, Pε. When a job completes at
time tk, nc + k execution segments were executed, nc successful execution seg-
ments and k erroneous execution segments. Since Pε represents the probability
of a successful execution segment, the probability of an erroneous execution seg-
ment is evaluated as (1− Pε). Due to the fact that the execution segments are
independent, the probability of having nc successful execution segments is Pncε ,
and the probability of having k erroneous execution segments is (1− Pε)k. Com-
bining these two probabilities, the probability of having nc successful and k erro-
neous execution segments, results in Pncε × (1 − Pε)

k, which is the probability
metric per possible case when a job completes at time tk. In Figure 4.2, we il-
lustrate the probability metric per possible case, Pncε × (1 − Pε)

k, for nc = 3,
PT = 0.5 and tk ∈ [t0, t5]. From Figure 4.2 it can be observed that the prob-
ability metric, Pncε × (1 − Pε)

k, has the highest value at t0 and it is evaluated

as Pncε =
(
nc
√
PT

2
)nc

= PT
2 = 0.25. One can observe from Figure 4.2 that the

probability metric per case, Pncε × (1− Pε)k, drops rapidly by increasing tk.
To calculate the probability that a job completes at time tk, we need to multiply

the number of possible cases, N(tk), with the probability metric per case. We
denote the probability that a job completes at time tk with p(tk), and define it as:

p(tk) = N(tk)× Pncε × (1− Pε)k =

(
nc + k − 1

k

)
× Pncε × (1− Pε)k (4.5)

Eq. (4.5) defines the probability distribution function. In Figure 4.3 we illus-
trate the probability distribution function for nc = 3, PT = 0.5, and tk ∈ [t0, t5].
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Figure 4.1: Number of cases N(tk) for nc = 3 and PT = 0.5
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Figure 4.2: Probability metric per case Pncε (1− Pε)k for nc = 3 and PT = 0.5
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Figure 4.3: Probability distribution function p(tk) for nc = 3 and PT = 0.5

To verify that the expression presented in Eq. (4.5) can be used as a valid prob-
ability distribution function, we need to prove that this function satisfies the fol-
lowing necessary condition which a probability distribution function must satisfy:

∞∑
k=0

p(tk) = 1 (4.6)

To ensure that the sum of all terms from the probability distribution function,
p(tk), is finite (Eq. (4.6)), we need to check if the terms of p(tk) converge. The
property of convergence can be checked using the following expression:

lim
k→∞

p(tk+1)

p(tk)
< 1 (4.7)

Next, we show that this property (Eq. (4.7)) is satisfied:
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lim
k→∞

p(tk+1)

p(tk)
< 1

⇒ lim
k→∞

(
nc + k

k + 1

)
Pncε (1− Pε)k+1(

nc + k − 1

k

)
Pncε (1− Pε)k

= lim
k→∞

(nc+k)!
(k+1)!(nc−1)!P

nc
ε (1− Pε)k+1

(nc+k−1)!
k!(nc−1)! P

nc
ε (1− Pε)k

= lim
k→∞

nc + k

k + 1
(1− Pε)

= (1− Pε) lim
k→∞

k(1 + nc
k )

k(1 + 1
k )

= (1− Pε)
1 + lim

k→∞

nc
k

1 + lim
k→∞

1

k
= (1− Pε) < 1

(4.8)

Since the convergence property is satisfied, we can continue with our proof to
show that the sum of all terms of p(tk) must be equal to one, (Eq. (4.6)). To prove
this we use mathematical induction. We introduce a new variable, Qε, such that
Qε = 1− Pε and we assume that the following expression holds:

∞∑
k=0

(
nc + k − 1

k

)
Qkε (1−Qε)nc = 1

≡
∞∑
k=0

(
nc + k − 1

k

)
Qkε =

1

(1−Qε)nc

(4.9)

Let nc=1, then the following expression gives the left-hand side of Eq. (4.9):

∞∑
k=0

(
1 + k − 1

k

)
Qkε

≡
∞∑
k=0

(
k

k

)
Qkε =

∞∑
k=0

Qkε

(4.10)
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This expression represents a sum of geometric series, and this sum is finite and
it is calculated as:

∞∑
k=0

Qkε =
1

1−Qε
(4.11)

The result in Eq. (4.11) corresponds to the right-hand side of the assumption
that we presented earlier in Eq. (4.9) for nc = 1.

Let nc = 2, then the left-hand side of Eq. (4.9) becomes as follows:

∞∑
k=0

(
k + 1

k

)
Qkε

≡
∞∑
k=0

(k + 1)!

k!1!
Qkε =

∞∑
k=0

(k + 1)Qkε

≡
∞∑
k=0

kQkε +

∞∑
k=0

Qkε (4.12)

By calculating the derivative of the sum presented in Eq. (4.11) we get:

⇒ d

dQε

( ∞∑
k=0

Qkε

)
=

d

dQε

(
1

1−Qε

)

⇒
∞∑
k=0

d

dQε
Qkε =

1

(1−Qε)2

⇒
∞∑
k=0

kQk−1
ε =

1

(1−Qε)2

⇒ 1

Qε

∞∑
k=0

kQε
k =

1

(1−Qε)2

⇒
∞∑
k=0

kQε
k =

Qε
(1−Qε)2

(4.13)

So going back to Eq. (4.12) and using Eq. (4.13) we get:
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∞∑
k=0

(
k + 1

k

)
Qkε

=
∞∑
k=0

kQkε +
∞∑
k=0

Qkε

=
Qε

(1−Qε)2
+

1

1−Qε

=
Qε + 1−Qε

(1−Qε)2

=
1

(1−Qε)2

(4.14)

The result in Eq. (4.14) adheres to the assumption that we presented earlier in
Eq. (4.9) for nc = 2 (observe the right-hand side of Eq. (4.9) for nc = 2).

Next we perform the inductive step by replacing nc with nc + 1, thus the left-
hand side of Eq. (4.9) becomes as follows:

∞∑
k=0

(
nc + k

k

)
Qkε

=

∞∑
k=0

(nc + k)!

k!nc!
Qkε

=
∞∑
k=0

(nc + k)(nc + k − 1)!

nc(nc − 1)!k!
Qkε

=
∞∑
k=0

(nc + k − 1)!

(nc − 1)!k!
Qkε +

∞∑
k=0

k(nc + k − 1)!

nc(nc − 1)!k!
Qkε (4.15)

The first term in Eq. (4.15) is the same as the assumption presented in Eq. (4.9).
To evaluate the second term in Eq. (4.15) we need to calculate the derivative of the
expression presented in Eq. (4.9). The derivative of the expression presented in
Eq. (4.9) is given in Eq. (4.16).
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d

dQε

( ∞∑
k=0

(nc + k − 1)!

(nc − 1)!k!
Qkε

)
=

d

dQε

(
1

(1−Qε)nc

)

⇒
∞∑
k=0

d

dQε

(
(nc + k − 1)!

(nc − 1)!k!
Qkε

)
=

nc
(1−Qε)nc+1

⇒
∞∑
k=0

(nc + k − 1)!

(nc − 1)!k!

d

dQε

(
Qkε
)

=
nc

(1−Qε)nc+1

⇒
∞∑
k=0

(nc + k − 1)!

(nc − 1)!k!
kQk−1

ε =
nc

(1−Qε)nc+1

⇒ 1

Qε

∞∑
k=0

k(nc + k − 1)!

(nc − 1)!k!
Qkε =

nc
(1−Qε)nc+1

⇒
∞∑
k=0

k(nc + k − 1)!

(nc − 1)!k!
Qkε =

ncQε
(1−Qε)nc+1

(4.16)

Using Eq. (4.9) and Eq. (4.16) and replacing the terms in Eq. (4.15), we get:

∞∑
k=0

(
nc + k

k

)
Qkε

=
∞∑
k=0

(nc + k − 1)!

(nc − 1)!k!
Qkε +

∞∑
k=0

k(nc + k − 1)!

nc(nc − 1)!k!
Qkε

=

∞∑
k=0

(nc + k − 1)!

(nc − 1)!k!
Qkε +

1

nc

∞∑
k=0

k(nc + k − 1)!

(nc − 1)!k!
Qkε

=
1

(1−Qε)nc
+

1

nc

ncQε
(1−Qε)nc+1

=
(1−Qε) +Qε
(1−Qε)nc+1

=
1

(1−Qε)nc+1
(4.17)

By this (the expression obtained in Eq. (4.17) is the same as the right-hand
side of the expression presented in Eq. (4.9) when using nc + 1) we prove that
the proposed function satisfies the necessary condition presented in Eq. (4.6), and
therefore can be used as a probability distribution function.

Next, to compute the LoC it is required to sum up all the terms from the prob-
ability distribution function p(tk) (Eq. (4.5)) for which the discrete variable tk has
a value which is lower or equal to the given deadline D. We denote the LoC of
meeting the deadline D with Λ(D), and compute it as:
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Λ(D) =

tk≤D∑
k=0

p(tk) =

tk≤D∑
k=0

(
nc + k − 1

k

)
× Pncε × (1− Pε)k (4.18)

4.3 Maximizing the Level of Confidence
In this section, we provide a mathematical expression for calculating the optimal
number of checkpoints to be used, such that the LoC of meeting a given deadline
is maximized. As shown in Eq. (4.18), the LoC is defined as a sum of intermediate
terms of the probability distribution function (see Eq. (4.5)). Since all terms from
the probability distribution function are positive, having more terms included in
the sum will increase the LoC. However, due to the fact that we calculate the LoC
with the respect to a given deadline, there is a limit on the number of terms that
can be included. This limit depends on the number of checkpoints that is used for
RRC. When RRC is applied with a low number of checkpoints, the execution seg-
ments are larger and thus a re-execution is more costly and not many re-executions
can be tolerated before the deadline which leads to the fact that only a few terms
from the probability distribution function will be included in the sum and therefore
the LoC will be low. On the other hand, when a large number of checkpoints is
used, although the execution segments are shorter in this scenario the checkpoint-
ing overhead takes significant amount of time and can limit the number of terms
that are included in the sum that calculates the LoC. Therefore, there is a trade-off
and there exists an optimal number of checkpoints for which a maximal number of
re-executions can be tolerated before the deadline and thus leading to the maximal
LoC.

To find the optimal number of checkpoints to be used, we start by analyzing the
relation between nc, the number of checkpoints, and k, the number of re-executions
that can be tolerated before the deadline. For a given value of nc, the value of k
can be calculated according to the following expression:

k =
D − (T + nc × τ)

T
nc

+ τ
(4.19)

The expression in Eq. (4.19) calculates the number of re-executions that can
be tolerated before the deadline by dividing the time interval [t0, D], where t0 =
T + nc × τ , with the cost of a single re-execution, T

nc
+ τ . As can be seen from

Eq. (4.19), the number of re-executions k, depends on the number of checkpoints,
nc. To find the optimal number of checkpoints that results in the maximal number
of re-executions, we calculate the first derivative of Eq. (4.19) with respect to the
number of checkpoints, nc (see Eq. (4.20)), and then we set it to be equal to zero.
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d

dnc

(
D − (T + nc × τ)

T
nc

+ τ

)

=
d

dnc

(
nc ×

D − (T + nc × τ)

T + ncτ

)
=

d

dnc

(
nc ×D

T + nc × τ
− nc

)
=

d

dnc

(
nc ×D

T + nc × τ

)
− d

dnc
(nc)

⇒ D × (T + nc × τ)− nc ×D × τ
(T + nc × τ)2

− 1

=
D × T

(T + nc × τ)2
− 1 (4.20)

The expression in Eq. (4.20) represents the first derivative of Eq. (4.19). To
find the optimal number of checkpoints, we need to solve the following equation:

d

dnc

(
D − (T + nc × τ)

T
nc

+ τ

)
= 0 (4.21)

Using the expression presented in Eq. (4.20), and solving the equation given in
Eq. (4.21) we get the following results:

=
D × T

(T + nc × τ)2
− 1 = 0

=
D × T − (T + nc × τ)2)

(T + nc × τ)2
= 0

⇒ τ2 × nc2 +−2× T × τ × nc −D × T + T 2− = 0

⇒ nc1/2 =
−2× T × τ ±

√
4×D × T × τ2

2× τ2

nc1 = −1

τ
× (
√
D × T + T ) (4.22)

nc2 =
1

τ
× (
√
D × T − T ) (4.23)

As we can observe, solving the equation Eq. (4.21) results in having two solu-
tions, i.e. nc1 represented by Eq. (4.22) and nc2 represented by Eq. (4.23). Note,
that nc1 has a negative value and as such it cannot be a valid solution. There-
fore, we eliminate nc1 and we claim that the function representing the number
of re-executions, k (Eq. (4.19)), reaches its maximum at nc2 . To ensure that the
maximal number of re-executions is obtained at nc2 , we need to verify that the
second derivative of Eq. (4.19) at nc2 is negative. By taking the first derivative of
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Eq. (4.20), we calculate the second derivative of Eq. (4.19) as:

d

dnc

(
D × T

(T + nc × τ)2
− 1

)
=

[
u = T + nc × τ
du = τ × dnc

]
=

τ

τ
× d

dnc

(
D × T

(T + nc × τ)2
− 1

)
= τ × d

du

(
D × T
u2

− 1

)
= τ × d

du

(
D × T
u2

)
− τ × d

du
(1)

= −2× τ ×D × T
u3

= −2× τ ×D × T
(T + nc × τ)

3 (4.24)

Since the deadline, D, the processing time, T , and the checkpointing overhead, τ ,
are all positive numbers, the expression presented in Eq. (4.24) is negative for any
positive nc (including nc2 ). Hence, we have shown that the maximal number of
re-executions, k, is obtained at nc2 .

Next, we denote with nc∗, the optimal number of checkpoints that results in the
maximal number of re-executions, and as we have shown earlier it is calculated as:

nc
∗ =

1

τ
× (
√
D × T − T ) (4.25)

Using Eq. (4.25), and replacing nc with nc∗ in Eq. (4.19), we obtain k∗, the maxi-
mal number of re-executions that can be tolerated before the deadline, and we use
the following expression to evaluate k∗:

k∗ =
D + T − 2×

√
D × T

τ
(4.26)

Note that both expressions presented in Eq. (4.25) and Eq. (4.26) can be evalu-
ated as real numbers, i.e. k∗ ∈ R and nc∗ ∈ R. However, in practice only integer
values are allowed for both nc and k. Thus, the maximal number of re-executions,
we denote with Kmax, is evaluated as:

Kmax = bk∗c =

⌊
D + T − 2×

√
D × T

τ

⌋
(4.27)

Due to the fact that Kmax is the closest rounded integer value lower or equal to k∗,
instead of getting a single optimal value for the number of checkpoints, nc∗, we
get a range of values such that for each value for nc within this range, we get the
number of re-executions, that can be tolerated before the deadline, to be equal to
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Kmax. We denote this range of values with, NC = [ncLOWER
, ncUPPER ], where

ncLOWER
and ncUPPER denote the lower and the upper bound respectively. To

calculate the bounds for NC, we need to solve the following equation:

D −
(
T + nc × τ +Kmax ×

(
T

nc
+ τ

))
= 0

τ × nc2 − (D − T −Kmax × τ)× nc +Kmax × T = 0

(4.28)

By solving Eq. (4.28) we get:

nclower =
D − T −Kmax × τ

2× τ

−
√

(D − T −Kmax × τ)2 − 4×Kmax × T × τ
2× τ

(4.29)

ncupper =
D − T −Kmax × τ

2× τ

+

√
(D − T −Kmax × τ)2 − 4×Kmax × T × τ

2× τ
(4.30)

Hence, any value for nc that belongs to the interval [nclower , ncupper ] will re-
sult in Kmax number of re-executions that can be tolerated before the deadline.
Observe that both nclower and ncupper can be evaluated as real numbers. However,
the number of checkpoints is only allowed to be an integer number. Therefore, the
bounds for NC are calculated as:

ncLOWER
= dnclowere =

⌈
D − T −Kmax × τ

2× τ

−
√

(D − T −Kmax × τ)2 − 4×Kmax × T × τ
2× τ

⌉
(4.31)

ncUPPER =
⌊
ncupper

⌋
=

⌊
D − T −Kmax × τ

2× τ

+

√
(D − T −Kmax × τ)2 − 4×Kmax × T × τ

2× τ

⌋
(4.32)
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Due to the fact that for all nc ∈ NC, the number of re-executions is the
same (Kmax), the same number of terms from the probability distribution func-
tion (Eq. (4.5)) will be included in the sum that calculates the LoC (Eq. (4.18)).
However, the terms from the probability distribution function will differ when us-
ing different values for nc. For a fixed number of re-executions, k, (which is the
case here, i.e. k = Kmax) having a higher number of checkpoints increases the
number of possible casesN(tk) (Eq. (4.4)) but at the same time decreases the prob-
ability of having an erroneous execution segment, 1− Pε = 1− nc

√
PT

2 and thus
affect the values for the terms of the probability distribution function. However,
the increase in N(tk) due to having higher nc value dominates over the decrease
in 1−Pε and thus the total outcome results in an increase in the terms of the prob-
ability distribution function. Out of this discussion we conclude that it is better to
select a higher (larger) value for nc in order to get higher LoC. Having the fact
the nc has to be in the range NC, the maximal LoC can be achieved by selecting
ncUPPER checkpoints. Therefore, we denote with ncOPT the optimal number of
checkpoints to be used, such that the maximal LoC is achieved, and we calculate it
as:

ncOPT = ncUPPER =

⌊
D − T −Kmax × τ

2× τ

+

√
(D − T −Kmax × τ)2 − 4×Kmax × T × τ

2× τ

⌋
(4.33)

4.4 Minimizing Guaranteed Completion Time
In this section we present an optimization method for RRC where the optimiza-
tion goal is to find the optimal number of checkpoints for a job such that minimal
completion time is reached under the constraint that the minimal completion time
is guaranteed with a given LoC requirement.

We introduce the term Guaranteed Completion Time, GCTδ , which is a com-
pletion time that is guaranteed with a given LoC requirement δ. For the GCTδ , the
following expression holds:

Λ(GCTδ) ≥ δ (4.34)

GCTδ depends on the number of checkpoints, nc, and there exists an optimal num-
ber of checkpoints, n∗c , that leads to the minimal GCTδ . To demonstrate that there
exist an n∗c , we consider the following scenario: given is a job with processing time
T = 1000 t.u., a checkpointing overhead τ = 20 t.u., a probability, PT = 0.99999,
that no errors occur in a processing node within an interval of time equal to the
processing time and an LoC requirement, δ = 1 − 10−10. In Figure 4.4 we plot
GCTδ for different number of checkpoints nc. For instance, when the number of
checkpoints is nc = 1, GCTδ is 3060 t.u., and it includes a safe margin for two
re-executions. As can be seen from Figure 4.4, increasing the number of check-
points, up till a certain point (nc = 10), results in a decrease of GCTδ . However,
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Figure 4.4: GCTδ at various number of checkpoints, nc,
for T = 1000 t.u., τ = 20 t.u., PT = 0.99999 and δ = 1− 10−10

by increasing the number of checkpoints further, GCTδ starts to increase. Thus,
it becomes important to find the optimal number of checkpoints that leads to the
minimal GCTδ .

Next, we present how to determine the optimal number of checkpoints, n∗c . We
start from Eq. (4.3) that represents the completion time. As one can observe from
Eq. (4.3), the completion time depends on the number of checkpoints, nc, and the
number of erroneous execution segments, k. Depending on the number of erro-
neous execution segments, k, a job can complete only at discrete instances in time,
tk, and the distance between two subsequent instances depends on the number of
checkpoints, nc, i.e. tk − tk−1 = T

nc
+ τ . This is illustrated in Figure 4.5, e.g. the

distance between t1 and t0 for nc = 1 is larger than the distance between t1 and t0
for nc = 10. Also illustrated in Figure 4.5, is that when the completion time does
not include execution of erroneous execution segments, i.e. k = 0, the completion
time is increasing linearly with the number of checkpoints nc (observe t0 at differ-
ent number of checkpoints in Figure 4.5). When the completion time includes at
least one execution of an erroneous execution segment, i.e. k ≥ 1, the completion
time decreases by increasing the number of checkpoints. However, increasing the
number of checkpoints over a certain value results in an increase in the comple-
tion time. This is also presented in Figure 4.5. If we focus on the values of t1 in
Figure 4.5, we observe that t1 has the highest value (2040 t.u.) at nc = 1, but t1
decreases as the number of checkpoints is increased up to nc = 7 where the value
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Figure 4.5: Completion time, tk, at various number of checkpoints, nc,
for T = 1000 t.u. and τ = 20 t.u.
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for t1 is 1302 t.u. Increasing nc above 7, results in a higher value for t1, e.g. the
value for t1 at nc = 10 is 1320 t.u. From Eq. (4.3), one can observe that for a given
nc, the completion time depends linearly on the number of erroneous execution
segments, k, and thus obtaining a low completion time requires a low value for k.
On the other hand, for a given number of erroneous execution segments, k, there
exists an optimal number of checkpoints for which the completion time is minimal.
To find the optimal number of checkpoints, we take the first derivative of Eq. (4.3)
and set it to be equal to zero, hence we have:

dtk
dnc

= 0

⇒ d

dnc

(
T + nc × τ + k × (

T

nc
+ τ)

)
= 0

⇒ d

dnc
(T ) +

d

dnc
(nc × τ) +

d

dnc

(
k × T

nc

)
+

d

dnc
(k × τ) = 0

⇒ τ − k × T

nc2
= 0

⇒ nc =

√
k × T

τ
(4.35)

As can be observed from Eq. (4.35), the optimal number of checkpoints de-
pends on k. Since each erroneous execution segment requires a re-execution, we
define k as the number of re-executions to be included in the completion time.
This parameter k is tightly related to the given LoC requirement, δ. To satisfy δ,
GCTδ must include a safe margin allowing a number of re-executions k. To find
the minimal GCTδ , requires finding the lowest value of k and the optimal number
of checkpoints. Note that a higher value of k would also meet the required LoC, δ,
but then GCTδ would be unnecessarily high.

The flow chart of the optimization method that we propose is presented in Fig-
ure 4.6. As can be seen from Figure 4.6, we first set k = 1, and then compute the
number of checkpoints nc using Eq. (4.35). Next, the LoC is calculated by sum-
ming the terms of the probability distribution function for k = 0 and k = 1, while
using the recently calculated value for nc (see Eq. (4.18) for evaluation of LoC).
If the computed LoC is higher than the given LoC requirement, δ, the calculated
nc is reported to be the optimal number of checkpoints, otherwise a new iteration
follows. In each iteration k is incremented, the value of nc is updated (Eq. (4.35)),
and the LoC is computed for the new values of k and nc. The iteration terminates
when the required LoC is reached. Then, the most recently calculated nc is re-
ported to be the optimal number of checkpoints, n∗c , which leads to the minimal
GCT ∗δ = T + n∗cτ + k( Tn∗c

+ τ).
Next, we demonstrate the method for the example introduced earlier in this

section. Setting k = 1, leads to nc =
√
k × T

τ = 7. Hence, we compute the
LoC for nc = 7 by summing the first two terms from the probability distribution
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Figure 4.6: Flow chart of presented method for minimizing GCTδ
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4. LEVEL OF CONFIDENCE FOR A SINGLE JOB

function (for k = 0 and k = 1). This results in a LoC value, Λ(t1), that is lower
than the given LoC requirement, δ, so we continue with another iteration. In this
iteration, k is incremented, (k = 2), which implies nc = 10. Next, we compute the
LoC for nc = 10 by summing the terms from the probability distribution function
for 0 ≤ k ≤ 2. The obtained result satisfies the given requirement δ, and therefore
we report the optimal number of checkpoints to be n∗c = 10, which leads to the
minimal GCT ∗δ = 1000 + 10× 20 + 2× ( 1000

10 + 20) = 1440 t.u.

4.5 Experimental Results
In this section we present results for these three problems:

• P1: evaluation of the LoC with respect to a given deadline D;

• P2: finding an optimal number of checkpoints, n∗c , that minimizes theGCTδ ,
for a given LoC requirement δ, and

• P3: evaluation of probabilistic guarantees for RRC optimization for soft
RTSs.

For each problem we use two input scenarios, Scenario A and Scenario B, which
are summarized in Table 4.1. For each scenario, the following inputs are given:
the processing time of a job, T , the checkpointing overhead, τ , and the probability,
PT , that no errors occur in a processing node within an interval equal to T .

For P1, i.e. evaluation of LoC with respect to a given deadline D, we as-
sume given is a deadline D = 1500 t.u. The results in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3
show Λ(D), the computed LoC at different number of checkpoints, nc. For each
nc, we first calculate K, the number of re-executions that can be accommodated
within the interval [t0, D], and then we sum all terms from the probability distri-
bution function (Eq. (4.5)) for tk ∈ [t0, tK ]. As can be seen from Table 4.2 and
Table 4.3, the LoC for meeting a given deadline, D, depends on the number of
checkpoints, nc. When the number of checkpoints is low, the LoC is also low.
The LoC increases as the number of checkpoints increases. However, at a cer-
tain number of checkpoints, increasing the number of checkpoints further results
in decreased LoC or even leads to a zero LoC. The reason is that when the number
of checkpoints is low, the execution segments are longer, which means that it is
difficult to accommodate many re-executions while meeting the deadline. This im-
plies that only a small number of terms from the probability distribution function
(Eq. (4.5)) will be summed and therefore the LoC (Eq. (4.18)) is low. Increasing
the number of checkpoints, decreases the length of the execution segments and thus
allows more re-executions to be accommodated before the deadline on one hand,
but increases the total checkpointing overhead on the other hand. Having a high
number of checkpoints may result in a zero LoC. As t0, the case when zero er-
roneous execution segments are executed, depends on the number of checkpoints,
nc, (Eq. (4.1)), having a high number of checkpoints may result in that t0 violates
the deadline D, i.e. t0 > D. For example, for the given input scenarios when
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Scenario A Scenario B

T = 1000 t.u. T = 1000 t.u.

τ = 20 t.u. τ = 20 t.u.

PT = 0.99999 PT = 0.9

Table 4.1: Input Scenarios

nc = 26, t0 = 1000 + 26× 20 = 1520 and thus Λ(D) = 0, (see Table 4.2 and
Table 4.3). With the results obtained from solving P1, we want to point out that it
is useful to have a framework to calculate the LoC because it makes it possible to
optimize the RRC scheme such that the optimal number of checkpoints that results
in the maximal LoC can be obtained. From the presented results in Table 4.2 and
Table 4.3, we note that the number of checkpoints that provides the maximal LoC
is nc = 17 for both Scenario A and Scenario B. However, Λ(D) for Scenario A is
much higher than Λ(D) for Scenario B due to the different values used for PT .

In Section 4.3, we proposed a mathematical expression (Eq. (4.33)) for calcu-
lating the optimal number of checkpoints that maximizes the LoC of meeting a
given deadline. Next, we verify that the results obtained by using the mathematical
expression adhere to the results that we have presented in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3.
To evaluate Eq. (4.33), we first need to obtain Kmax, the maximal number of re-
executions that can be accommodated before the deadline, D. The expression for
calculating Kmax is presented by Eq. (4.27). As we can observe from Eq. (4.27),
Kmax depends on the following parameters: the deadline, D, the processing time,
T and the checkpointing overhead, τ . For P1, all these parameters are the same for
both Scenario A and Scenario B, i.e. D = 1500 t.u., T = 1000 t.u and τ = 20 t.u.
Using these inputs in Eq. (4.27) we evaluate Kmax as:

Kmax =

⌊
1500 + 1000− 2×

√
1500× 1000

2× 20

⌋
= 2

As we mentioned earlier in Section 4.3, there exist a range of values,NC, such
that for each nc ∈ NC the number of re-executions that can be accommodated
before the deadline is equal to Kmax. The lower and the upper bound of NC are
calculated according to Eq. (4.31) and Eq. (4.32), respectively. Using the given
inputs for P1, we evaluate these expressions, and thus we get:
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4. LEVEL OF CONFIDENCE FOR A SINGLE JOB

ncLOWER
=

⌈
1500− 1000− 2× 20

2× 20

−
√

(1500− 1000− 2× 20)2 − 4× 2× 1000× 20

2× 20

⌉
= 6

ncUPPER =

⌊
1500− 1000− 2× 20

2× 20

+

√
(1500− 1000− 2× 20)2 − 4× 2× 1000× 20

2× 20

⌋
= 17

Hence, for each nc ∈ [6, 17] the number of re-executions that can be accom-
modated before the deadline is Kmax = 2. Following the discussion presented
earlier in Section 4.3, the maximal LoC is achieved for an nc that is equal to the
upper bound of NC, which for the given inputs is evaluated as 17.

If we compare these results, with the results presented in Table 4.2 and Ta-
ble 4.3, we observe that the values of Λ(D) for any nc ∈ [6, 17] are very close
to each other. However, the maximum value of Λ(D) is achieved at the upper
bound, i.e. nc = 17, and the same value was obtained when using the mathemati-
cal expression for calculating the optimal number of checkpoints that results in the
maximal LoC (Eq. (4.33)), presented in Section 4.3.

For P2, i.e. finding n∗c that leads to the minimal GCTδ , we assume given is
a LoC requirement δ = 1 − 10−10. We compute GCTδ for different number of
checkpoints, nc. The results are presented in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5. For each
nc, we initialize k = 1, and check the following inequality Λ(t1) ≥ δ. If the in-
equality is not satisfied, then k is incremented until Λ(tk) ≥ δ. This implies that
for the last value of k, we get a tk that represents (GCTδ) for the given nc. In
Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 for each nc we present the values for GCTδ and the num-
ber of re-executions, k, that are included in GCTδ . As can be seen from Table 4.4
and Table 4.5, having a low number of checkpoints leads to high GCTδ . Increas-
ing the number of checkpoints up till a certain point, decreases GCTδ . How-
ever, by increasing the number of checkpoints further we observe an increase in
GCTδ . We explain this behavior with the following reasoning. To satisfy the given
LoC requirement, GCTδ must include some safe margin, i.e. some number of re-
executions should be allowed. When the number of checkpoints is low, the execu-
tion segments are large and therefore the re-executions are more expensive in time,
which leads to highGCTδ . By increasing the number of checkpoints, the execution
segments become shorter and this leads to a decrease in GCTδ . However, when
the number of checkpoints becomes sufficiently high, the checkpointing overhead
becomes the dominant part of GCTδ and it is the checkpointing overhead that is
responsible for the observed increase inGCTδ . From Table 4.4 we observe that the
minimalGCTδ is 1440 t.u. and it is achieved when nc = 10 for Scenario A, which
adheres to the results that we obtained from the proposed optimization method
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D = 1500
nc Λ(D) nc Λ(D)
1 0.999980000100000000 14 0.999999999999998367
2 0.999980000100000000 15 0.999999999999998388
3 0.999999999733334814 16 0.999999999999998406
4 0.999999999750001250 17 0.999999999999998422
5 0.999999999760001120 18 0.999999999788889670
6 0.999999999999997925 19 0.999999999789474459
7 0.999999999999998040 20 0.999999999790000770
8 0.999999999999998125 21 0.999999999790476955
9 0.999999999999998189 22 0.999980000100000000

10 0.999999999999998240 23 0.999980000100000000
11 0.999999999999998280 24 0.999980000100000000
12 0.999999999999998314 25 0.999980000100000000
13 0.999999999999998343 26 0

Table 4.2: Λ(D), for Scenario A, at various number of checkpoints, nc

D = 1500
nc Λ(D) nc Λ(D)
1 0.810000000000000000 14 0.998386333221060871
2 0.810000000000000000 15 0.998405709197021325
3 0.974827503159636872 16 0.998422589149847735
4 0.976266114316335439 17 0.998437425722750770
5 0.977137362167560214 18 0.979688847172390437
6 0.997980204415657095 19 0.979741032210778210
7 0.998085015474654920 20 0.979788017059326005
8 0.998162202793752259 21 0.979830542116846522
9 0.998221387037794418 22 0.810000000000000000

10 0.998268194669895683 23 0.810000000000000000
11 0.998306132813719019 24 0.810000000000000000
12 0.998337499909652013 25 0.810000000000000000
13 0.998363864473716882 26 0

Table 4.3: Λ(D), for Scenario B, at various number of checkpoints, nc
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δ = 1− 10−10

nc k GCTδ nc k GCTδ
1 2 3060 11 2 1442
2 2 2080 12 2 1447
3 2 1767 13 2 1454
4 2 1620 14 2 1463
5 2 1540 15 2 1474
6 2 1494 16 2 1485
7 2 1466 17 2 1498
8 2 1450 18 2 1512
9 2 1443 19 2 1526
10 2 1440 20 2 1540

Table 4.4: GCTδ and the number of re-executions, k, included in GCTδ
for Scenario A, at various number of checkpoints, nc

δ = 1− 10−10

nc k GCTδ nc k GCTδ
1 13 14280 12 8 2066
2 11 6760 13 8 2036
3 10 4594 14 8 2012
4 9 3510 15 8 1994
5 9 3080 16 8 1980
6 9 2800 17 8 1971
7 8 2443 18 8 1965
8 8 2320 19 8 1962
9 8 2229 20 8 1960

10 8 2160 21 8 1961
11 8 2108 22 8 1964

Table 4.5: GCTδ and the number of re-executions, k, included in GCTδ
for Scenario B, at various number of checkpoints, nc
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presented in Section 4.4. In Table 4.5 we observe that for Scenario B, the minimal
GCTδ is 1960 t.u. when nc = 20. The same result is obtained when the presented
optimization method is used. The results presented in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 are
acquired by running all combinations of values for nc and k, while the results from
the optimization method only require two iterations for Scenario A, and eight it-
erations for Scenario B (observe the number of re-executions, k, in Table 4.4 and
Table 4.5 for nc = 10 and nc = 20 respectively).

For P3, i.e. evaluation of probabilistic guarantees for RRC optimization for
soft RTSs, we consider the RRC optimization approach discussed in Chapter 3,
i.e. we obtain the optimal number of checkpoints, n∗c , that leads to the minimal
AET. Applying the equation for obtaining the optimal number of checkpoints (see
Eq. (3.20) in Section 3.3), we get the following results:

• For Scenario A, we compute the optimal number of checkpoints n∗c = 1
which provides the minimal AET=1020 t.u., and

• For Scenario B, we compute the optimal number of checkpoints n∗c = 3
which provides the minimal AET=1138 t.u.

There are two interesting problems when evaluating probabilistic guarantees for
RRC optimization for soft RTS, and thus we divide P3 into two subproblems:

• P3A: evaluation of the LoC with respect to the minimal AET,

• P3B: evaluation of the LoC with respect to a given deadline D, when nc is
optimized towards AET

For P3A, i.e. evaluation of Λ(AET ), we present the LoC that a job com-
pletes within an interval that is equal to the minimal AET, while assuming that
optimal number of checkpoints, n∗c , is used. By computing the LoC for the cal-
culated minimal AET, we observe that Λ(1020) = 0.99998 for Scenario A, and
Λ(1138) = 0.81 for Scenario B, which may be acceptable for a soft RTS, but not
for a hard RTS where a very high LoC is required.

For P3B, i.e. evaluation of Λ(D) when nc is optimized towards AET, we as-
sume given is a deadline D = 1500 t.u. As shown earlier, we have computed the
optimal number of checkpoints n∗c = 1, for Scenario A, and n∗c = 3, for Scenario
B. Relying on this optimization implies the following results:

• for Scenario A, Λ(D) = 0.99998 (see Table 4.2 for nc = 1)

• for Scenario B, Λ(D) ≤ 0.975 (see Table 4.3 for nc = 3).

However, we observed earlier (see Table 4.2 and Table 4.3) that the highest LoC
that can be achieved is:

• for Scenario A, Λ(D) = 0.999999999999998422 for nc = 17

• for Scenario B, Λ(D) ≥ 0.99843 for nc = 17.

From presented results for P3 (P3A and P3B), we conclude that relying on RRC
optimization for soft RTSs results in poor probabilistic guarantees.
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Chapter 5

Level of Confidence for
Multiple Jobs

We have shown in the previous chapter how to optimize RRC, i.e. calculate the
optimal number of checkpoints that maximizes the LoC with respect to a given
deadline for a single job. In this chapter, we extend the problem to address multiple
jobs. The extended problem consists of finding the optimal assignment for the
number of checkpoints for each job, such that the maximal LoC for meeting a
given global deadline is obtained. Even though at first glance the solution to the
extended problem seems to be a superset of the solution for the problem presented
in the previous chapter, i.e. maximizing the LoC for a single job, we show in this
chapter that the extended problem is much more complex. In particular, the main
issues we discuss in this chapter are as follows:

• We show that performing a local optimization for each job and combining
these local optima together does not result in the maximal LoC with respect
to the global deadline.

• We show that handling the set of jobs as a one single large job and obtaining
the optimal number of checkpoints for the single large job does not result in
the maximal LoC with respect to the global deadline.

• We provide an expression to evaluate the LoC with respect to the global
deadline, for a set of jobs.

• We show that a holistic solution (exhaustive search on possible checkpoint
assignments) is required to obtain the optimal checkpoint assignment and
the maximal LoC.

• We developed a method to speed up the computations and obtain the maxi-
mal LoC in significantly shorter time.

• We made experiments that show that our method always finds the optimal
LoC and observe tremendous reduction in computation time.
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The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We state the problem formu-
lation in Section 5.1. In Section 5.2 we review two approaches that aim to solve
the presented problem by directly applying the solution for a single job. In Sec-
tion 5.3, we first present mathematical expression to evaluate the LoC when the
number of checkpoints is individually assigned for each job, and then we outline a
method, i.e. Exhaustive Search, that finds the maximal LoC. In Section 5.4 we pro-
pose a method that is able to solve the problem optimally at a significantly lower
computational cost. Finally, experimental results are presented in Section 5.5.

5.1 Problem Formulation
In this chapter, we analyze the LoC with respect to a given global deadline for a
set of jobs. The problem is described as follows. Given the following inputs:

• a set of m jobs, where each job has a processing time T ,

• checkpointing overhead, τ ,

• a global deadline, D, and

• a probability, PT , that no errors occur in a processing node within an interval
of time T .

find an optimal number of checkpoints for each job such that the maximal LoC with
respect to the given global deadline D is obtained.

5.2 Motivation
In this section we investigate two approaches that directly apply the solution for
a single job shown in Chapter 4, i.e. find the optimal number of checkpoints for
a job such that the LoC with respect to a given deadline is maximal, to solve the
problem for a set of jobs. The approaches are:

1. Local Optimization: perform local optimization for a single job and apply
the results to all jobs, i.e. find the optimal number of checkpoints for one job,
such that the LoC with a respect to a local deadline is maximal, and apply
this optimal number of checkpoints to all jobs.

2. Single Large Job: assume that the set of jobs is equal to one single large job
and find the optimal number of checkpoints for this job, such that the LoC
with respect to the global deadline is maximal.

The approaches model the problem formulation as illustrated in Figure 5.1.
The rest of this section details each of the approaches.
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b) Model for the Local Optimization approach

JOB1 JOB2

-� -�D′ = D
2 D′ = D

2

a) Model for the original problem formulation

JOB1 JOB2

-� D

c) Model for the Single Large Job approach

JOB1 + JOB2

-�
D

Figure 5.1: Illustration of the model used for a) original problem formulation,
b) Local Optimization approach and c) Single Large Job approach

5.2.1 Local Optimization
The basic idea is to perform local optimization for a single job, i.e. calculate the
optimal number of checkpoints that results in the maximal LoC with respect to a
given deadline, by using the approach shown in Chapter 4, and apply the results
obtained from the single job optimization to all jobs. To apply this approach, we
need to slightly re-model the problem formulation such that the problem is fitted
to be solved with the existing approach described in Chapter 4. This re-modeling
requires introduction of local deadlines, i.e. instead of observing a set of jobs
running in sequence and a global deadline D, we observe the problem as having
a set of jobs, where each job has its own local deadline, D′. Due to the fact that
all jobs have processing time T , the local deadline can be calculated as D′ = D

m ,
where D represents the global deadline, and m represents the number of jobs in
the set. An illustration of such model is depicted in Figure 5.1b.

For such model, to calculate Λ(D), the LoC with respect to the global deadline,
D, it is first required to calculate Λ(D′), the LoC with respect to the local dead-
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line, D′. The relation between Λ(D) and Λ(D′) is presented with the following
equation:

Λ(D) = Λ(D′)m (5.1)

As shown in Chapter 4, in Section 4.3, we can find the optimal number of
checkpoints, n∗c , that provides the maximal Λ(D′). Having the maximal Λ(D′)
ensures that Λ(D) is maximal as well, according to Eq. (5.1). Therefore, we can
conclude that by assigning n∗c checkpoints for each job, we obtain the maximal
Λ(D), which is calculated as shown in Eq. (5.1).

However, this approach is pessimistic and it does not calculate the exact Λ(D).
This is due to the fact that the proposed expression, Eq. (5.1), considers that a job
may only start after the local deadline of the previous job, even if the previous job
has completed earlier than its own local deadline. To describe this problem better
consider the following scenario. Let us assume that we have two jobs and a global
deadline D. We assume that local deadlines D′ = D

2 are introduced and n∗c is the
optimal number of checkpoints that results in maximal Λ(D′). In such scenario,
there is a limited number, k∗, of re-executions that can be accommodated before
the local deadline, D′, for each job, and Λ(D′) is calculated as:

Λ(D′) =

k≤k∗∑
k=0

pn∗c (tk) (5.2)

Due to the fact that Eq. (5.2) considers that each job can have at most k∗ re-
executions, this also implicitly holds for the expression in Eq. (5.1) for calculating
Λ(D), i.e. the expression for calculating Λ(D) also considers that each job can
have at most k∗ re-executions. However, this is not correct. For example, if the
first job has completed without any re-executions, then the second job may tolerate
more than only k∗ re-executions (2× k∗ re-executions in this example) before the
global deadline D. The inaccuracy in the expression for calculating Λ(D) comes
from the fact that in the refined model we have imposed restrictions by introducing
the local deadlines, which are not part in the original problem formulation. By
introducing the local deadlines, we impose the restriction that a job starts after the
local deadline of the previous job even if the previous job might have completed
earlier. However, when executing a set of jobs and local deadlines do not exist, as
mentioned in the original problem formulation, a job starts its execution after the
completion of its predecessor.

Following the previous discussion, one can observe that the expression pre-
sented in Eq. (5.1) calculates a pessimistic LoC, as it does not include all possible
cases. For instance, referring to the example mentioned in the previous paragraph,
Eq. (5.1) does not consider the combined probability that the first job has com-
pleted without any re-executions and the second job has completed with more than
k∗ re-executions. The pessimism in Eq. (5.1) comes from the restrictions imposed
by the local deadlines, where a local deadline inhibits earlier execution of a job,
even if the previous job has completed before its local deadline.

To overcome this problem, we need to derive an expression to calculate the
LoC more accurately and remove the restriction imposed by the local deadlines.
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However, having the notion of local deadlines is still useful to obtain the optimal
number of checkpoints, n∗c , which can be done by using the expressions presented
in Section 4.3 of Chapter 4. Therefore, in the rest of this section we present how to
accurately compute Λ(D).

Let us again assume the scenario of having two jobs with processing time T and
a global deadline, D. First, we compute the optimal number of checkpoints, n∗c ,
by using the notion of local deadlines, i.e. n∗c is the optimal number of checkpoint
which leads to the maximal Λ(D′). In such case, the jobs can complete only at
discrete time moments, which are computed according to the following expression:

tk = 2× (T + n∗c × τ) + k × (
T

n∗c
+ τ) (5.3)

The first term in the expression presented in Eq. (5.3), calculates the minimum
required time for both of the jobs to complete, i.e. each job need to spend at
least T time units on execution along with n∗c × τ time units that come from the
checkpointing overhead of taking n∗c checkpoints. The second term in Eq. (5.3),
calculates the additional time that is spent on execution of erroneous execution
segments. Index k in the expression for tk presented in Eq. (5.3), denotes the total
number of erroneous execution segments. For the given scenario there might be a
number of erroneous execution segments in the first job, which we denote with k1,
and a number of erroneous execution segments in the second job, which we denote
with k2. Therefore, for this particular scenario, the total number of erroneous
execution segments is evaluated as k = k1 + k2.

To calculate the LoC with respect to the global deadline, we need to sum the
probabilities that both jobs complete at any time moment tk ≤ D. For this reason,
we need a probability distribution function, p′(tk), that calculates the probability
that both jobs complete at a time moment tk, and this function is defined as:

p′n∗c (tk) =

i≤k∑
i=0

pn∗c (ti)× pn∗c (tk−i) (5.4)

The expression presented in Eq. (5.4) is derived as a sum of intermediate terms,
where each term represents the combined probability that i errors are detected dur-
ing the execution of the first job, i.e. probability of having i erroneous execution
segments p(ti), and k − i errors are detected during the execution the second job,
which is denoted as p(tk−i). Using the expression presented in Eq. (5.11) and us-
ing n∗c checkpoints we can re-write the expression for calculating the probability
distribution function p′(tk) as:

p′n∗c (tk) =

i≤k∑
i=0

pn∗c (ti)× pn∗c (tk−i)

= P
2×n∗c
ε (1− Pε)k ×

i≤k∑
i=0

(
n∗c + i− 1

i

)
×
(
n∗c + k − i− 1

k − i

)
=

(
2× n∗c + k − 1

k

)
P

2×n∗c
ε × (1− Pε)k (5.5)
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Having the probability distribution function (Eq. (5.5)), allows us to calculate
the LoC, Λ(D), with respect to the global deadline, D, using the following expres-
sion:

Λ(D) =

tk≤D∑
t0

p′n∗c (tk) =

tk≤D∑
t0

(
2× n∗c + k − 1

k

)
P

2×n∗c
ε × (1− Pε)k (5.6)

Following the same reasoning as presented for the scenario of two jobs, we can
derive expressions for a general scenario that consists of m jobs. For the general
case of m jobs we derive the following expression:

tk = m× (T + n∗c × τ) + k × (
T

n∗c
+ τ) (5.7)

p′n∗c (tk) =

(
m× n∗c + k − 1

k

)
P
m×n∗c
ε × (1− Pε)k (5.8)

Λ(D) =

tk≤D∑
t0

(
m× n∗c + k − 1

k

)
P
m×n∗c
ε × (1− Pε)k (5.9)

Important to note, is that Λ(D) is calculated while assuming that each job is
using n∗c checkpoints, where n∗c is obtained by performing a local optimization for
a single job and using the notion of local deadlines.

In Section 4.2 of Chapter 4, for the case of a single job, we have presented ex-
pressions for the completion time tk, the probability distribution function p(tk) and
the LoC with respect to a given deadline D, Λ(D). We present those expressions
in the following equations:

tk = T + nc × τ + k × (
T

nc
+ τ) (5.10)

pnc(tk) =

(
nc + k − 1

k

)
Pncε × (1− Pε)k (5.11)

Λ(D) =

tk≤D∑
k=0

(
nc + k − 1

k

)
Pncε × (1− Pε)k (5.12)

If we closely study the expressions presented in Eq. (5.10), Eq. (5.11) and
Eq. (5.12), and respectively compare these expressions with the expressions pre-
sented earlier in Eq. (5.7), Eq. (5.8) and Eq. (5.9), we can see that the later expres-
sions are very similar with the former ones. Indeed, assuming a single job with a
processing time m × T , which uses m × n∗c checkpoints transforms the expres-
sions Eq. (5.7), Eq. (5.8) and Eq. (5.9) into the expressions we have presented in
Eq. (5.10), Eq. (5.11) and Eq. (5.12), respectively. Therefore, this motivates the
second approach, i.e. Single Large Job.
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5.2.2 Single Large Job
This approach suggests treating the set of jobs as a single large job, and thus makes
the problem equivalent to the problem of having a single job and a deadline (see
Figure 5.1c). Therefore, a set of m jobs, where each job has a processing time T ,
is considered an equivalent of having a single job with a processing time m × T .
Using the expressions presented in Section 4.3 of Chapter 4, we can calculate the
optimal number of checkpoints n∗∗c that results in the maximal Λ(D). Observe that
here n∗∗c is the optimal number of checkpoints that should be used for the single
job with a processing timem×T . However, we can use this number, n∗∗c , to obtain
the number of checkpoints that should be used by each of the jobs in the set, i.e. the
RRC scheme should be set such that each job uses exactly n∗c =

n∗∗c
m checkpoints.

The advantage of this approach in comparison to the Local Optimization approach
(Section 5.2.1) is that we are able to identify the optimal number of checkpoints
without introducing local deadlines, which are not part of the original problem
formulation. However, there are two disadvantages of this approach.

First, the optimal number of checkpoints n∗∗c , does not necessarily need to be a
multiple of the number of jobs, m, in the set, and thus we cannot guarantee that by
adopting the RRC scheme per job such that each job uses n∗c = bn

∗∗
c

m c will provide
the maximal Λ(D) which we aim to find.

Second, this approach imposes a limit, that all of the jobs need to use the same
number of checkpoints, and this again cannot guarantee that such assignment for
the number of checkpoints will provide the maximal Λ(D). This motivates the
need to investigate on how to calculate Λ(D), when each job uses its own RRC
scheme, i.e. a number of checkpoints is assigned for each job individually.

5.3 Exhaustive Search
In the previous section we investigated two approaches that aim to directly apply
the solution for a single job. The main drawback of these approaches is that both
approaches report the maximal LoC which is achieved by assigning the same num-
ber of checkpoints to all jobs. However, there is no guarantee that the achieved
LoC, when all jobs are using the same number of checkpoints, is the maximal.
Therefore, in this section we discuss the Exhaustive Search approach that aims
to individually assign the number of checkpoints for each job and then report the
assignment that provides the maximal LoC of meeting the global deadline. This
approach requires an extensive search where all possible (valid) combinations for
the number of checkpoints are explored. Hence, for a set of m jobs, a number of
checkpoints nc1 , nc2 ... ncm is assigned to each job respectively. For each such
assignment of the number of checkpoints, the LoC is computed, and then the as-
signment for which the LoC is the maximal is reported as the optimal assignment.
Next, we elaborate on how to compute the LoC for a given assignment for the
number of checkpoints.

Let us assume a scenario which consists of two jobs with processing time T
and a global deadline D, and let us assume that nc1 checkpoints are assigned for
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the first job, and nc2 checkpoints are assigned for the second job. Each of the
jobs is expected to complete only at equidistant discrete time moments that can be
expressed by a discrete variable as presented in Eq. (5.10). According to this, it is
expected that both jobs may complete again only at discrete time moments, which
are no longer equidistant. For the given scenario, the expected time for both jobs
to complete can be computed with the following expression:

tk1,k2
= T + nc1τ + T + nc2τ + k1(

T

nc1
+ τ) + k2(

T

nc2
+ τ) (5.13)

The expression in Eq. (5.13) includes: the processing time for the first job along
with the checkpointing overhead of taking nc1 checkpoints, the processing time of
the second job along with the checkpointing overhead of taking nc2 checkpoints,
the penalty of having k1 erroneous execution segments during the execution of
the first job and the penalty of having k2 erroneous execution segments during the
execution of the second job.

In Figure 5.2 we illustrate the completion time, tk1,k2
, for two jobs, where four

checkpoints are assigned for the first job and three checkpoints are assigned for the
second job. In the best case, both jobs may complete after executing four execution
segments for the first job and three execution segments for the second job, this is
illustrated with t0,0 (observe Figure 5.2). However in the case that errors occur
during the execution of each of the jobs, to handle the errors each job may need
to re-execute some execution segments, and this affects the completion time. For
example, t1,1 in Figure 5.2 represents the completion time when both jobs have
re-executed (due to errors) one execution segment.

To compute the LoC of meeting the global deadline, D, we need first to calcu-
late the probability, pnc1 ,nc2 (tk1,k2

), that both jobs complete at time tk1,k2
. Since

both jobs are independent processes, the probability that both jobs complete at
time tk1,k2

is the combined probability that the first jobs has completed at time tk1

and the second job has completed at time tk2 , which is given with the following
expression:

pnc1 ,nc2 (tk1,k2
) = pnc1 (tk1

)× pnc2 (tk2
) (5.14)

Summing the terms of the probability distribution function, presented in Eq. (5.14),
for all tk1,k2

≤ D provides the LoC of meeting the global deadline D (Eq. (5.15)).

Λ(D) =

tk1,k2
≤D∑

t0,0

pnc1 ,nc2 (tk1,k2
) =

tk1,k2
≤D∑

t0,0

pnc1 (tk1
)× pnc2 (tk2

) (5.15)

For the general case, i.e. a set which consists of m jobs, where for each job, i,
the processing time is T and the number of checkpoints is nci , the expected time
for all jobs to complete can be expressed with the following expression:

tk̄ = m× T +

i≤m∑
i=1

nciτ +

i≤m∑
i=1

ki(
T

nci
+ τ) (5.16)
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5. LEVEL OF CONFIDENCE FOR MULTIPLE JOBS

In Eq. (5.16), the index k̄ represents a vector, i.e. k̄ = [k1, k2...km]T , where an
element ki represents the number of erroneous execution segments observed during
the execution of job i.

For a given checkpoint assignment n̄c = [nc1 , nc2 ...ncm ], where nci denotes
the number of checkpoints to be used for job i, the probability that all jobs complete
at a given time tk̄ is evaluated with the following probability distribution function:

pn̄c(tk̄) =

i≤m∏
i=1

pnci (tki) (5.17)

Finally, the LoC of meeting the global deadline D, for a given checkpoint as-
signment, is computed with the following expression:

Λ(D) =

tk̄≤D∑
t0̄

pn̄c(tk̄) =

tk̄≤D∑
t0̄

i≤m∏
i=1

pnci (tki) (5.18)

To obtain the maximal LoC, it is required to compute the LoC, as presented in
Eq. (5.18), for all valid checkpoint assignments. A checkpoint assignment, n̄c, is
valid if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied:

nci ≥ 1,∀i ∈ [1,m] (5.19)
m∑
i=0

nci ≤ b
D −m× T

τ
c (5.20)

The condition in Eq. (5.19) expresses the lower bound for the number of check-
points to be used per job. Indeed, when RRC is applied a job needs to use at least
one checkpoint at the end of the execution to verify that it has completed without
any errors. The condition in Eq. (5.20) is related to the upper bound of the total
number of checkpoints, i.e. the sum of the number of checkpoints used for each
job. As we have already presented in the expression for the expected completion
time (see Eq. (5.16)), even in the best case scenario when no errors occur at all, i.e.
t0̄, the expected completion time includes the processing time for each job along
with the checkpointing overhead per job due to taking nci checkpoints which is
presented with the following expression:

t0̄ =
m∑
i=0

(T + nci × τ) = m× T + τ ×
m∑
i=0

nci (5.21)

Observe, from Eq. (5.21), that t0̄ depends on the total number of checkpoints.
If the total number of checkpoints is large enough, it may happen that the global
deadline is violated even in the best case scenario, i.e t0̄ > D, and that will result in
a zero LoC of meeting the global deadline. Thus, we only need to investigate such
checkpoint assignments, n̄c, for which the best case expected completion time, t0̄,
does not violate the global deadline, D, i.e. t0̄ ≤ D which holds if the condition in
Eq. (5.19) is satisfied.
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Due to that this approach calculates the LoC of meeting the global deadline for
all valid checkpoint assignments, we can guarantee that this approach is always
able to find the maximal LoC and the optimal checkpoint assignment. The main
drawback of this approach is that it is computationally intensive and extremely
time consuming. The reason is that the number of valid checkpoint assignments,
n̄c, grows rapidly as the number of jobs, m, increases. Therefore, in the following
section we propose an improved search method which is always able to find the
maximal LoC and the optimal checkpoint assignment in much shorter time.

5.4 Semi-Exhaustive Search
In this section, we propose a search method that substantially reduces the time
required to obtain the optimal checkpoint assignment and the maximal LoC of
meeting the global deadline in comparison to the Extensive Search approach de-
scribed in the previous section. This method is based on the idea that even though
the search space, i.e. set of all valid checkpoint assignments, grows rapidly as the
number of jobs in the set increases, there is no need to explore all of the valid
checkpoint assignments. There are two reasons for this:

1. some checkpoint assignments are equivalent;

2. some checkpoint assignments do not contribute in finding the maximal LoC;

For the first statement, we first need to define the notion of equivalent check-
point assignments. For a given checkpoint assignment n̄c = [nc1 , nc2 , nc3 ...ncm ],
we denote each permutation of n̄c as an equivalent checkpoint assignment to n̄c.
Therefore, computing the LoC for a checkpoint assignment n̄c is sufficient and
there is no need to compute the LoC for any other checkpoint assignment which
is a permutation of n̄c. Observe, that the notion of equivalent checkpoint assign-
ments comes from the fact that in our original problem formulation we consider a
set of jobs, where all jobs have the same processing time T . Since all the jobs have
the same processing time, it becomes irrelevant how the number of checkpoints is
assigned to different jobs. We demonstrate this with an example.

Consider the following scenario: given is a set of two jobs, where each of the
jobs has a processing time T = 1200 t.u., a global deadline D = 4000 t.u., a
checkpointing overhead τ = 20 t.u. and two checkpoint assignments n̄†c = [3, 4]
and n̄‡c = [4, 3]. Observe that according to the definition of equivalent checkpoint
assignments, n̄†c = [3, 4] and n̄‡c = [4, 3] are equivalent due to the fact that n̄†c
is a permutation of n̄‡c, and vice versa. In Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 we depict
the expected completion time for n̄†c and n̄‡c, respectively. Both Figure 5.3 and
Figure 5.4 use the same legend as depicted in Figure 5.2. As can be seen from
Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 in both cases for n̄†c and n̄‡c the sets of discrete time
moments when both jobs complete are equivalent, e.g. t0,1 for n̄†c is the same
as t1,0 for n̄‡c etc. Further, calculating the probability that both jobs complete at
a given discrete time moment, by using the expression presented in Eq. (5.17),
shows that pn̄†c(tk1,k2

) is equal to pn̄‡c(tk2,k1
). Since for both cases, i.e. when
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5. LEVEL OF CONFIDENCE FOR MULTIPLE JOBS

using checkpoint assignments n̄†c and n̄‡c, the sets of discrete time moments when
both jobs complete are equivalent and the probabilities pn̄c(tk̄) are equal, leads to
the fact the LoC of meeting the global deadline D is the same when using n̄†c and
n̄‡c. Therefore, this justifies the need to discard redundant computation for the LoC
for equivalent checkpoint assignments.

To avoid exploration of equivalent checkpoint assignments, it is required only
to explore such checkpoint assignments for which the following expression holds:

nc1 ≤ nc2 ≤ ... ≤ nci ≤ ... ≤ ncm (5.22)

To justify the second statement, i.e. some checkpoint assignments do not con-
tribute in finding the maximal LoC, we first need to provide some information on
how we can explore the search space. The exploration of the search space can be
performed in a systematic manner, by sorting the checkpoint assignments n̄c in
an ascending order and exploring them iteratively. In such systematic exploration,
after exploring a checkpoint assignment n̄c, there exists a unique checkpoint as-
signment that follows. Due to the fact that we only need to explore valid check-
point assignments, we use the following function to obtain the next checkpoint
assignment to be explored:

next(n̄c, i) =


n̄Nc = [nc1 , nc2 , ...nci + 1, nci + 1, ...nci + 1]

next(n̄c, i− 1), iff n̄Nc is not valid and i ≥ 1

∅, iff n̄Nc is not valid and i = 0

The function next(n̄c, i) takes two arguments: the current checkpoint assign-
ment n̄c and an update index i. First, the function calculates n̄Nc from n̄c by incre-
menting the number of checkpoints at index i, i.e. nci → nci + 1, and assigning
the incremented number, nci + 1, to all indices j ∈ [i + 1,m]. If n̄Nc is a valid
checkpoint assignment, then n̄Nc is the next checkpoint assignment to be explored.
However, if n̄Nc is not a valid checkpoint assignment, then the function is recur-
sively called where the update index i is decremented by one, i.e. next(n̄c, i− 1).
If the function is invoked with an update index i = 0, the function returns an empty
set, which means that n̄c is the last valid checkpoint assignment in the search space.

To obtain the next checkpoint assignment from a given n̄c, next(n̄c, i) is al-
ways invoked with the following two arguments: the current checkpoint assign-
ment, n̄c, and the number of jobs in the set, m, i.e. next(n̄c,m). We demonstrate
how to obtain the next checkpoint assignment from a given n̄c with an example.

Consider a set of three jobs, and a checkpoint assignment n̄c = [2, 3, 4], and
assume that the total number of checkpoints must be lower or equal to 10 (see
the condition in Eq. (5.20)). To obtain the next checkpoint assignment, we use
next(n̄c, 3). The function first calculates n̄Nc = [2, 3, 5], which is a valid check-
point assignment, i.e. the total number of checkpoints, 2 + 3 + 5, is lower or equal
to 10. Therefore, the next checkpoint assignment that is explored is n̄c = [2, 3, 5].
After exploring n̄c = [2, 3, 5], we again use next(n̄c, 3) to find the next checkpoint
assignment. Observe now that n̄Nc = [2, 3, 6] calculated by the function is not a
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valid checkpoint assignment, due to the fact that the total number of checkpoints is
larger than 10. Therefore, the function is invoked again, but this time with differ-
ent arguments, i.e. next(n̄c, 2). According to its definition, the function calculates
a new value for n̄Nc , i.e. n̄Nc = [2, 4, 4], which is a valid checkpoint assignment
and thus the next checkpoint assignment to be explored. Let us assume now that
the current checkpoint assignment is n̄c = [3, 3, 4] and we want to find the next
one by using next(n̄c, 3). The function first calculates n̄Nc = [3, 3, 5], which is
not a valid checkpoint assignment and therefore the function is recursively called,
i.e. next(n̄c, 2). After this recursive call, the new n̄Nc = [3, 4, 4] is calculated
and again this is not a valid checkpoint assignment, which forces the function to
step in another recursive call, next(n̄c, 1). At this recursive call n̄Nc = [4, 4, 4]
is calculated and again this is not a valid checkpoint assignment which forces the
function to step in yet another recursive call next(n̄c, 0). Since in the last recursive
call the function was invoked with an update index i = 0, the function returns an
empty set, which means that the checkpoint assignment n̄c = [3, 3, 4] is the last
valid checkpoint assignment in the search space.

As the search space is traversed in an iterative manner, we observe a set of
checkpoint assignments that only differ in the last index position. We introduce the
term sequence of checkpoint assignments, {n̄c}, to denote the set of such check-
point assignments. According to this definition two checkpoint assignments n̄†c
and n̄‡c belong to the same sequence of checkpoint assignments {n̄c}, if and only if
n†ci = n‡ci ,∀i ∈ [1,m−1] and n†cm 6= n‡cm . Thus, a sequence of checkpoint assign-
ments {n̄c} consists of a set of checkpoint assignments

{
[nc1 , nc2 ...ncm−1 , X]

}
where X ∈ [ncm−1

, ncmax ]. Observe that we can always compute ncmax by using
the expression presented in Eq. (5.20).

Let us now focus on exploring the checkpoint assignments that belong to a
given sequence of checkpoint assignments {n̄c}. In this regard we only explore
checkpoint assignments where we have already decided the number of checkpoints
to be used for the first m − 1 jobs from the set of jobs, and we only modify the
number of checkpoints to be used for the last job. Thus, this becomes equivalent
as exploring the number of checkpoints to be used for a single job. As we have
already presented in Chapter 4, in the case of a single job increasing the number
of checkpoints up to a certain value (breaking point) improves the LoC of meeting
the deadline. However, increasing the number of checkpoints beyond this value
degrades the LoC and may even lead to a zero LoC. The reason is that by increas-
ing the number of checkpoints beyond the breaking point, the checkpointing over-
head increases and limits the number of re-executions that can take place before
the deadline, which implicitly reduces the number of terms from the probability
distribution function that are used to compute the LoC, resulting in a lower LoC.

Reasoning in a similar way, we can conclude that for a given {n̄c}, there exist a
checkpoint assignment n̄c = [nc1 , nc2 , nc3 ...n

∗
cm ] that provides the locally optimal

LoC. Due to the fact that exploring all the checkpoint assignments which belong
to {n̄c} is the same as modifying the number of checkpoints for the last job in the
range [ncm−1 , ncmax ], we can guarantee that n∗cm ∈ [ncm−1 , ncmax ]. Important to
observe here is that as the number of checkpoints for the last job increases from
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ncm−1
to n∗cm the LoC of meeting the global deadline constantly increases and

reaches the maximum at n∗cm . However, increasing the number of checkpoints
beyond n∗cm , i.e. when the number of checkpoints for the last job increases from
n∗cm + 1 to ncmax , results in a lower LoC.

Since the goal is to obtain the maximal (globally optimal) LoC, only checkpoint
assignments that are local optima can be candidates to reach this goal. There-
fore, for each sequence of checkpoint assignments {n̄c}, we do not need to ex-
plore the entire sequence, instead we only need to explore the checkpoint assign-
ments

{
[nc1 , nc2 ...ncm−1

, X]
}

, where X ∈ [ncm−1
, n∗cm + 1] and the local opti-

mum is achieved for n∗cm . The rest of the checkpoint assignments from {n̄c}, i.e.{
[nc1 , nc2 ...ncm−1 , X]

}
, whereX ∈ [n∗cm +2, ncmax ], do not contribute in finding

the maximal LoC and evaluating the LoC for these checkpoint assignments only
deviates from the maximal LoC.

So far, we have justified how we can effectively reduce the search space, i.e.
the set of all valid checkpoint assignments. In the rest of this section we detail our
proposed method that obtains the optimal checkpoint assignment which results in
the maximal LoC of meeting the global deadline. The method consists of two ma-
jor loops: one inner and one outer loop. The inner loop iterates through checkpoint
assignments that belong to the same sequence of checkpoint assignments and is
used to obtain the locally optimal LoC. The outer loop iterates through consecutive
sequences of checkpoint assignments and is used to obtain the globally optimal,
i.e. the maximal, LoC. The block diagram of our proposed method is illustrated in
Figure 5.5. As can be seen from Figure 5.5, the method starts the exploration of the
search space by exploring the most pessimistic checkpoint assignment where the
number of checkpoints that are used for each job is set to one, i.e. n̄c = [1, 1, 1...1].
Since no checkpoint assignments are explored yet, both the global optimum, Λg ,
and the local optimum, Λl, are set to zero. Next, we compute Λ(D), by using the
expression presented in Eq. (5.18), for the current checkpoint assignment, n̄c. Af-
ter this step is taken, we compare the recently computed Λ(D) against Λl. If for the
current checkpoint assignment, n̄c, we get that Λ(D) is higher than Λl, it means
that we have found a better candidate that provides higher LoC than the currently
evaluated Λl, and therefore we set n̄lc = n̄c, Λl = Λ(D) and we continue with
the exploration of the search space by exploring the next checkpoint assignment
that belongs to the sequence {n̄c}, i.e. we set n̄c = next(n̄c,m). However, if
the comparison Λ(D) ≥ Λl is evaluated as false, it means that we have reached a
checkpoint assignment within the sequence {n̄c} that does not contribute in finding
the global optimum. Observe that in such case the current value of Λl already keeps
the local optimum for the current sequence {n̄c}, and this optimum is obtained for
the checkpoint assignment n̄lc. Since the local optimum for {n̄c} is obtained, there
is no need to continue with exploration of checkpoint assignments that belong to
the same sequence {n̄c}. Instead, the recently computed Λl is compared against
Λg . If Λl ≥ Λg , it means that we have obtained a checkpoint assignment that
can provide a higher LoC than the currently evaluated Λg , and therefore we set
n̄gc = n̄lc, Λg = Λl and we continue with the exploration of the search space by
exploring checkpoint assignments that belong to the successive sequence of check-
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report n̄gc and Λg

n̄c = next(n̄c,m− 1)

n̄gc = n̄lc,Λ
g = Λl

n̄c = next(n̄c,m− 1)

n̄lc = n̄c,Λ
l = Λ(D)

Λ(D) =

t
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≤D∑
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pn̄c (tk̄)
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Figure 5.5: Flow chart of the Semi-Exhaustive Search method
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point assignments. We reach the successive sequence of checkpoint assignments
by setting n̄c = next(n̄c,m− 1). The recently evaluated n̄c belongs to a new se-
quence of checkpoint assignments that have not yet been explored. Therefore, the
variable Λl, which keeps the value of the local optimum for the current sequence
{n̄c}, is set to zero. However, if the comparison Λl ≥ Λg is evaluated as false,
it means that the method has reached a sequence of checkpoint assignments for
which the local optimum fails to exceed the currently computed Λg . Similarly, the
local optima that can be obtained for the consecutive sequences will also fail to pro-
vide higher LoC than Λg and therefore there is no need to explore the search space
any longer. Hence, if the comparison Λl ≥ Λg is evaluated as false, the method
terminates by reporting Λg to be the maximal LoC of meeting the global deadline,
and this maximum is reached by using the optimal checkpoint assignment n̄gc .

5.5 Experimental Results
In this section we present results for the following experiments:

• for the Local Optimization approach, we compare Λ(D) obtained by using
the expressions presented in Eq. (5.1) and Eq. (5.9);

• we compare Λ(D) obtained from the Local Optimization approach using the
expression presented in Eq. (5.9) against the LoC obtained from the Single
Large Job approach;

• we compare Λ(D) obtained from the four approaches: Local Optimization,
Single Large Job, Exhaustive Search and Semi-Exhaustive Search;

• we compare the time consumption for the Exhaustive Search approach against
the time consumption for the proposed Semi-Exhaustive Search method.

For each of the experiments, we use the input scenarios presented in Table 5.1.
Each scenario is defined with the following parameters:

• m, the number of jobs in the set;

• T , the processing time for each job;

• τ , the checkpointing overhead;

• D, the global deadline and

• PT , the probability that no errors occur in a processor during a period of time
T .

Due to the fact that the values for Λ(D) are very close to 1, the difference 1− Λ(D)
results in very small numbers that are more convenient to present using the scien-
tific notation. Therefore, in all result sets, instead of presenting the values for
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Scenario m T τ D PT

A 2 1000 10 2800 0.99999

B 2 1000 10 2600 0.99999

C 3 1000 10 3900 0.99999

D 4 1000 10 5200 0.99999

E 5 1000 10 6500 0.99999

Table 5.1: Input Scenarios

Λ(D), we present the values for the expression Λ̄(D) = 1 − Λ(D). One can ob-
serve that lower values for Λ̄(D) are considered as better solution, i.e. Λ(D) is
higher.

For the first experiment, i.e. for the Local Optimization approach we compare
Λ(D) obtained by using the expressions presented in Eq. (5.1) and Eq. (5.9), the
results are summarized in Table 5.2. The purpose of presenting this result set is to
justify the claim we have stated in Section 5.2.1, that is: the expression presented
in Eq. (5.1) does not calculate the exact Λ(D). The results are obtained as follows.
For each scenario, first we calculate the local deadline,D′, for each job by dividing
the global deadline, D, with the number of jobs in the set, m, i.e. D′ = D

m .
Next, we use the expressions presented in Section 4.3 of Chapter 4 to calculate the
optimal number of checkpoints, n∗c , that provides the maximal Λ(D′), for a single
job with processing time T . Once n∗c is calculated, we apply the expressions in
Eq. (5.1) and Eq. (5.9) to calculate Λ(D). As can be observed from the results in
Table 5.2, calculating Λ(D) using Eq. (5.1) always results in a poor LoC, which
justifies the inaccuracy of this expression.

Scenario Λ̄(D) = 1− Λ(D′)m Λ̄(D) = 1−
tk̄≤D∑
t0

p′n∗c (tk)

(Eq. (5.1)) (Eq. (5.9))

A 1.677317099E-20 4.863650178E-35

B 4.159985023E-10 1.131502348E-14

C 6.239977534E-10 5.842467599E-19

D 8.319970045E-10 3.013298280E-23

E 1.039996255E-9 1.563182901E-27

Table 5.2: Comparison of Λ(D) for Local Optimization approach
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As we have already explained in Section 5.2.1, the inaccurate calculation of
the LoC using Eq. (5.1) comes from the fact that this expression considers that a
job starts its execution right after the local deadline of its predecessor (previous
job), even if the previous job has completed much earlier than its own local dead-
line. From this result set we conclude that in order to accurately compute Λ(D)
for the Local Optimization approach we need to use the expression presented in
Eq. (5.9). Therefore, for the rest of the experiments whenever we refer to the Local
Optimization approach, we compute Λ(D) for this approach by using Eq. (5.9).

For the second experiment, i.e. comparing Λ(D) obtained from the Local Op-
timization approach against Λ(D) obtained from the Single Large Job approach,
the results are shown in Table 5.3. For each approach we report the maximal Λ(D)
and the optimal number of checkpoints, n∗c . Observe that for the Local Optimiza-
tion approach, n∗c represents the number of checkpoints that is used for a single
job with a processing time T , while for the Single Large Job approach, n∗c repre-
sents the number of checkpoints that is used for a single job with a processing time
m×T . The results presented in Table 5.3 show that the Single Large Job approach
always provides better results, in terms of Λ(D), when compared against the Local
Optimization approach. However, we cannot always rely on the results obtained
from this approach. Observe that in Table 5.2 some values of Λ(D) for the Single
Large Job approach are marked with an asterisk (∗).

Scenario Local Optimization Single Large Job

n∗c Λ̄(D) n∗c Λ̄(D)

A 25 4.863650178E-35 50 4.863650178E-35

B 25 1.131502348E-14 43 1.221914117E-19∗

C 25 5.842467599E-19 60 8.259693303E-29

D 25 3.013298280E-23 76 5.945230027E-38

E 25 1.563182901E-27 92 4.422693488E-47∗

Table 5.3: Comparison of Λ(D) for Local Optimization and Single Large Job
approach

For example, when running the experiment for the input Scenario E, we con-
clude that the Single Large Job approach is able to obtain higher Λ(D) than the
Local Optimization approach, and this Λ(D) can be obtained by using n∗c = 92
checkpoints for a single large job which is an equivalent of five jobs running in se-
quence. Using n∗c = 92 checkpoints implies that this approach considers execution
segments that consist of portions of two different jobs, due to the fact that 92 is not
a multiple of five. However, we cannot have such execution segments, which leads
to the fact that we cannot use n∗c = 92. Instead, we can use nc = 90 for the single
large job, which then implies that each of the five jobs that constitute the single
large job will use nc = 18 checkpoints. Using nc = 90 will result in a lower Λ(D)
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than the one that is reported in Table 5.2 for the input Scenario E. Therefore, for
the rest of the experiments, we adjust the Single Large Job approach, such that it
reports Λ(D) when using a number of checkpoints, n∗∗c , that is the closest number
lower or equal to n∗c which is a multiple of the number of jobs m.

For the third experiment, i.e. comparing Λ(D) obtained from the four ap-
proaches, the results are summarized in Table 5.4. With this result set we want to
point out that the Exhaustive Search and Semi-Exhaustive Search approach pro-
vide the same results for all input scenarios, and further both approaches obtain the
maximal Λ(D).

Scenario Approach Λ(D) and n̄∗c

A

LO n∗c = 25→ n̄∗c = [25, 25]

4.863650178E-35

SLJ n∗∗c = 50→ n̄∗c = [25, 25]

4.863650178E-35

ES n̄∗c = [25, 25]

4.863650178E-35

SES n̄∗c = [25, 25]

4.863650178E-35

B

LO n∗c = 25→ n̄∗c = [25, 25]

1.131502348E-14

SLJ n∗∗c = 42→ n̄∗c = [21, 21]

1.221914117E-19

ES n̄∗c = [14, 19]

8.767754710E-20

SES n̄∗c = [14, 19]

8.767754710E-20

C

LO n∗c = 25→ n̄∗c = [25, 25, 25]

5.842467599E-19

SLJ n∗∗c = 60→ n̄∗c = [20, 20, 20]

8.259693303E-29

ES n̄∗c = [13, 16, 16]

5.768673354E-29

SES n̄∗c = [13, 16, 16]

5.768673354E-29
to be continued on next page
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Scenario Approach Λ(D) and n̄∗c

D

LO n∗c = 25→ n̄∗c = [25, 25, 25, 25]

3.013298280E-23

SLJ n∗∗c = 76→ n̄∗c = [19, 19, 19, 19]

5.945230027E-38

ES n̄∗c = [13, 14, 14, 18]

5.231888327E-38

SES n̄∗c = [13, 14, 14, 18]

5.231888327E-38

E

LO n∗c = 25→ n̄∗c = [25, 25, 25, 25, 25]

1.563182901E-27

SLJ n∗∗c = 90→ n̄∗c = [18, 18, 18, 18, 18]

4.422693488E-47

ES n̄∗c = [14, 14, 14, 17, 17]

4.0544649088E-47

SES n̄∗c = [14, 14, 14, 17, 17]

4.0544649088E-47

Table 5.4: Comparison of Λ(D) for Local Optimization (LO), Single Large Job
(SLJ), Exhaustive Search (ES) and Semi-Exhaustive Search (SES)
approach

From Table 5.4, we observe that sometimes even the Local Optimization and
the Single Large Job approach may provide the Λ(D) that is the same as the max-
imal Λ(D) (for example, observe the results for Scenario A). However, we cannot
guarantee that the results obtained with these two approaches are optimal for a
random input scenario (observe the results for Scenario B, C, D and E).

Finally, in the fourth experiment, we compare the time consumption for the
Exhaustive Search approach against that of the Semi-Exhaustive Search approach.
We have already shown in the previous result set that both approaches provide
the same results for all input scenarios. Important to note is that we adjust the
Exhaustive Search approach such that it does not explore equivalent checkpoint
assignments. The results from this experiment are presented in Table 5.5. As can
be observed from Table 5.5, the time consumption for the Exhaustive Search grows
exponentially as the number of jobs in the set increases. We can also observe
from Table 5.5 that the time consumption for the Semi-Exhaustive Search also
increases along with the number of jobs in the set. However, the time consumption
for the Semi-Exhaustive Search is always lower than the time consumption for
the Exhaustive Search approach. This is clearly visible when we examine input
scenarios that consist of larger sets of jobs. One particular result that we want to
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Scenario Exhaustive Search Semi-Exhaustive Search

A 1965ms 1162ms

B 1396ms 1023ms

C 9131ms 1906ms

D 623710ms 37918ms

E 41380904ms 2321786ms

Table 5.5: Comparison of time consumption for Exhaustive Search and Semi-
Exhaustive Search approach

point out is the result obtained for Scenario E in Table 5.5, where we observe that
the time consumption for the Semi-Exhaustive Search is 17 times lower than the
time consumption for the Exhaustive Search approach.
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Chapter 6

Error Probability Estimation
with On-line Adjustment

In Chapter 3 we discussed RRC for soft RTSs, and there we showed that it is pos-
sible to find the optimal number of checkpoints that leads to the minimal AET. To
obtain the optimal number of checkpoints, in Chapter 3, we relied on the assump-
tion that error probability was given. However, the probability for errors to occur
in electronic systems is not known in advance and it depends on many factors in-
cluding influence from the environment where the system operates, which makes
it difficult to estimate the error probability during runtime.

In this chapter, we demonstrate that inaccurate estimates of the error probability
lead to loss of performance. To avoid having inaccurate estimates of the error
probability we propose two techniques that provide on-line estimation of the error
probability. Further, these technique employ adjustment of the RRC scheme to
regain the lost performance, i.e. reduce the AET. The proposed techniques are:
Periodic Probability Estimation and Aperiodic Probability Estimation. Using a
simulator tool that has been developed to enable experimentation, the proposed
techniques are evaluated and the results show that the proposed techniques provide
useful estimates of the error probability leading to near-optimal performance of
RRC.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The problem discussed in this
chapter is presented in Section 6.1. Section 6.2 demonstrates the need of accurate
error probability estimates. Two estimation techniques are presented in Section 6.3.
Section 6.4 elaborates on the developed simulator, which is used for presenting the
experimental results later in Section 6.5.
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6.1 Problem Formulation
In this chapter we address the following problem. Given the following inputs:

• a job with a processing time, i.e. fault-free execution time when RRC is not
employed, T , and

• an initial error probability estimate, q

adjust the RRC scheme, using an on-line error probability estimation technique,
such that the AET is reduced.

6.2 Motivation
In this section we demonstrate the importance of having accurate error probability
estimates by presenting the impact of inaccurate error probability estimates on the
number of checkpoints and the resulting AET. As we have already shown in Chap-
ter 3, the optimal number of checkpoints, n∗c , depends on the error-free probability,
and we show this expression in Eq. (6.1).

n∗c = −(lnPT ) +

√
(lnPT )2 − 2× T × (lnPT )

τs + τc + τu + 4× τb
(6.1)

In Eq. (6.1), PT denotes the probability that no errors occur (error-free prob-
ability) in a processing node within an interval of time T , where T denotes the
processing time, i.e. the fault-free execution time for a job when RRC is not used.
From Eq. (6.1) we observe that the optimal number of checkpoints depends on PT ,
T , and the checkpointing overhead τ = τs+τc+τu+4×τb. Since the checkpoint-
ing overhead is architecture dependent, i.e. it depends on the system architecture,
for a given architecture the checkpointing overhead is constant and therefore the
optimal number of checkpoints is a function that depends solely on the processing
time T and the error-free probability PT . If instead of the error-free probability
PT , the error probability is given, i.e. QT = 1−PT , the optimal number of check-
points n∗c can be expressed as a function of the error probability QT as presented
in Eq. (6.2):

n∗c(QT , T ) = −(ln(1−QT )) +

√
(ln(1−QT ))2 − 2× T × (ln(1−QT ))

τs + τc + τu + 4× τb
(6.2)

In Chapter 3 we have also defined the expression for calculating the minimal
AET which depends on the error-free probability, PT . In a similar way, as for the
optimal number of checkpoints, we re-write the expression for the minimal AET
such that it becomes a function of the error probability, QT . The expression is
given in Eq. (6.3)

AET (QT , T ) =
T + n∗c(QT , T )× (τs + τc + τu + 4× τb)

n∗c (QT ,T )

√
(1−QT )

2
(6.3)
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However, the real (actual) error probability is not known at design time and
further it can vary over the product’s lifetime (time in operation). Because of this
fact, it is common that the initial chosen error probability used for calculating the
optimal number of checkpoints, and thus obtaining the minimal AET, will differ
from the real error probability. The initial chosen error probability value is an
inaccurate error probability estimate.

The inaccurate error probability estimate, results in a value for n∗c which will
differ from the optimal, and thus lead to an AET larger than the optimal. Eq. (6.4)
denotes the AET when the estimated error probability q is used to obtain the opti-
mal number of checkpoints n∗c (Eq. (6.2)).

AETestq (QT , T, q) =
T + (4× τb + τs + τc + τu)× n∗c(q, T )

n∗c (q,T )

√
(1−QT )

2
(6.4)

It should be noted in Eq. (6.4) that the AET is equal to the minimal AET when
the estimated error probability, q, is equal to the real error probability, QT , and
thus AETestq (QT , T,QT ) = AET (QT , T ).

To quantify the impact of an inaccurate error probability estimate we use the
expression presented in Eq. (6.5):

AETdev(QT , T, q) =
AETestq (QT , T, q)−AET (QT , T )

AET (QT , T )
× 100% (6.5)

where QT is the real error probability and q is the estimated error probability. This
equation represents the relative deviation in AET compared to the optimum, when
estimate on error probability is used for obtaining the number of checkpoints.

To illustrate the impact of inaccurate estimation of the error probability we use
the following three cases: running a job with a processing time T=1000 t.u. under
the conditions that the real error probability, QT , is 0.5, 0.2 and 0.1. Figure 6.1
shows the three cases at various estimated error probabilities versus the perfor-
mance degradation (AETdev). The x-axis represents the estimated error probabil-
ities and the y-axis shows the relative deviation in AET (Eq. (6.5)). Each curve
shows no deviation in AET when the estimated error probability (q) is equal to the
real error probability (QT ). However, as soon as q 6= QT , AETdev is increased.
This means that assuming an error probability other than the real one, leads to
an AET which is not the optimal. The increase in AET due to inaccurate error
probability estimation represents the loss of performance.
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Figure 6.1: Impact of inaccurate error probability estimation relative to the
optimal AET (%)

6.3 Error Probability Estimation and Correspond-
ing Adjustment

In this section we present approaches that estimate error probability with the aim
to adjust and optimize RRC during operation. To make use of the estimates on er-
ror probability, we need to estimate error probability during operation. One way to
achieve this is to extend the architecture described earlier in Chapter 2, (Figure 2.1),
by employing a history unit that keeps track on the number of successful execution
segments, ns, and the number of erroneous execution segments, ne. Having these
statistics, error probability can be estimated during time, periodically or aperiodi-
cally. Thus we come up with one periodic approach, which we address as Periodic
Probability Estimation (PPE), and one aperiodic, which we address as Aperiodic
Probability Estimation (APE). For both approaches we need some initial parame-
ters, i.e. initial estimate on error probability and adjustment period. It should be
noted, that the adjustment period is kept constant for PPE, while for APE it is tuned
over time.
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τ : checkpoint interval

ES : execution segment

q : initial error probability

qesti : estimated error probability

Tadj : adjustment period

Figure 6.2: Graphical presentation of PPE

6.3.1 Periodic Probability Estimation
PPE assumes a fixed Tadj and elaborates on qest as:

qest =
ne

ne + ns
(6.6)

where ns is the number of successful execution segments and ne is the number of
erroneous execution segments. As can be seen from Figure 6.2 estimates on error
probability, qest, are calculated periodically at every Tadj . The value of qest is
used to obtain the optimal number of checkpoints, n†c = n∗c(qest, Tadj). During an
adjustment period, Tadj , n†c equidistant checkpoints are taken. So the checkpoint
frequency, i.e. number of checkpoints during a time interval, changes according to
the changes of the error probability estimates.

6.3.2 Aperiodic Probability Estimation
APE elaborates on both Tadj and qest. The idea behind this approach comes from
the following discussion. As this approach is an estimation technique, it is expected
that during operation the estimates will converge to the real values, so we should
expect changes on the estimated error probability during time. These changes can
guide how to change the checkpointing scheme. If the estimates on error prob-
ability start decreasing, this implies that less errors are occurring and then less
frequent checkpointing is required, thus the adjustment period is increased. On the
other hand, if the estimates on error probability start increasing, this implies that
errors occur more frequently, and to reduce the time spent in re-execution more
frequent checkpointing is required, thus the adjustment period is decreased.

If the estimates on error probability have not changed in two successive adjust-
ment periods, it means that during both adjustment periods the system has done a
number of checkpoints which is larger than the optimal one. This can be observed
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Figure 6.3: Graphical presentation of APE

by the following inequality:

2× n∗c(QT , Tadj) > n∗c(QT , 2× Tadj) (6.7)

In APE, error probability is estimated in the same manner as PPE, i.e. using
Eq. (6.6). What distinguishes this approach from PPE, is that the adjustment pe-
riod, Tadj , is updated during time. Eq. (6.8) describes the scheme for updating the
adjustment period.

if qesti+1 > qesti then

Tadji+1 = Tadji − Tadji × α
else

Tadji+1 = Tadji + Tadji × α (6.8)

The APE approach is illustrated in Figure 6.3. After every Tadj time units, a new er-
ror probability estimate, qesti+1

, is computed by using the Eq. (6.6). The latest esti-
mate, qesti+1 , is then compared against the recent value, qesti . If estimates on error
probability increase, meaning that during the last adjustment period, Tadji , more
errors have occurred, the next adjustment period, Tadji+1

, should be decreased to
avoid expensive re-executions. However, if the estimates on error probability de-
crease or remain the same, meaning that less or no errors have occurred during
the last adjustment period, Tadji , the next adjustment period, Tadji+1

, should be
increased to avoid excessive checkpointing.

6.4 Experimental Setup
To conduct experiments, we have developed a simulator that emulates the execu-
tion of a job. There are two types of inputs to the simulator, designer inputs and
environmental inputs. The designer inputs refer to inputs that initialize the system,
i.e. the initial estimated error probability, q, and the adjustment period, Tadj . En-
vironmental inputs refer to the real error probability, QT , and the processing time,
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T . The real error probability is modeled as a function that can change over time
as error probability is not constant. This input is used for generating errors while
simulating the approaches. The output of the simulator is the AET.

6.5 Experimental Results
We have simulated three approaches: Periodic Probability Estimation (PPE), Ape-
riodic Probability Estimation (APE), and Baseline Approach (BA). The BA takes
the designer inputs, i.e. the initial estimated error probability, q, and the adjust-
ment period, Tadj , and computes the number of checkpoints, n†c = n∗c(q, Tadj), for
these inputs using Eq. (6.2). Further, it takes checkpoints at a constant frequency
n†c/Tadj , and no adjustments are done during execution.

We made experiments to determine an appropriate value for α parameter in
APE. The experiment was repeated for different values for the real error probability
and for the adjustment period Tadj , and it was found that out of the considered
values, α = 0.15 provided the best results, i.e. the lowest deviation from optimal
AET.

We conducted two sets of experiments. In the first set, we have examined the
behavior of the approaches when the real error probability is constant during time,
while in the second set, the real error probability changes over time, following a
predefined profile. Each approach is simulated for 1000 times with the same inputs.

In the first set of experiments, we compare the three simulated approaches:
PPE, APE and BA against the optimal solution in terms of AET (results are ex-
pressed in percent). The optimal solution is obtained by using the equation for
calculating the minimal AET, i.e. Eq. (6.3), while using the environmental inputs,
i.e. QT and T as inputs for this equation. We have made several experiments,
by varying both the designer and environmental inputs. In Figure 6.4 we present
(1) on the y-axis the deviation of the AET, from the simulated approaches, rela-
tive to the optimal AET, expressed in percent, and (2) on the x-axis the difference
between the initial estimated error probability, q, and the real error probability,
QT . For this set experiments we are using the following inputs: processing time
T = 1000000 t.u., adjustment period Tadj = 1000 t.u., and a constant real error
probability, QT = 0.01. We simulate the approaches with different values for the
initial estimated error probability, q. One can observe from Figure 6.4 that APE and
PPE do not depend significantly on the initial estimated error probability, q. Both
APE and PPE always perform better than the BA approach. The small deviation
in the AET for PPE and APE, relative to the optimal AET, shows that both ap-
proaches make a good estimation on the real error probability. Further, Figure 6.4
shows that APE performs slightly better than PPE.

In the second set of experiments, we show how the approaches behave when
the real error probability changes over time. For this purpose, we define different
error probability profiles showing how the error probability changes over time,
and then we run simulations for each of these profiles. Three probability profiles
are presented in Table 6.1. We assume that the probability profiles are repeated
periodically over time. The results in Table 6.2 present the deviation of the AET,
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Q1(t) =


0.01, 0 ≤ t < 200000
0.02, 200000 ≤ t < 400000
0.03, 400000 ≤ t < 600000
0.02, 600000 ≤ t < 800000
0.01, 800000 ≤ t < 1000000

Q2(t) =

 0.02, 0 ≤ t < 350000
0.01, 350000 ≤ t < 650000
0.02, 650000 ≤ t < 1000000

Q3(t) =

{
0.01, 0 ≤ t < 90000
0.10, 90000 ≤ t < 100000

Table 6.1: Error probability profiles
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Probability Profile Approaches

Baseline PPE APE

Q1 55.93% 4.50% 2.84%

Q2 50.69% 4.53% 2.74%

Q3 56.02% 4.65% 2.50%

Table 6.2: Relative deviation from the fault-free execution time (%) for variable
real error probability

from the simulated approaches, relative to the processing time, T . The results are
expressed as a percentage. For this set of experiments we are using the following
inputs: processing time T = 1000000 t.u., adjustment period Tadj = 1000 t.u.,
and the initial estimated error probability equal to the real error probability at time
0, i.e. q = QT (0). As can be seen from Table 6.2, both PPE and APE perform far
better than BA, with a very small deviation in AET relative to the processing time.
Again we notice that APE gives slightly better results than PPE approach.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

Due to increased susceptibility to soft errors, it is required for systems to employ
fault tolerance to mitigate the negative effect caused by the soft errors. Roll-back
Recovery with Checkpointing (RRC) is a known fault-tolerant technique which
efficiently copes with soft errors, and is therefore a good representative for fault
tolerance. In this thesis, we have addressed optimization of RRC with respect to
soft and hard real-time systems (RTSs).

For soft RTSs we have focused on RRC optimization where the optimization
goal is to minimize the average execution time (AET) for a job when RRC is em-
ployed. In Chapter 3 we have presented a mathematical framework for analysis on
the AET and further we have provided an expression for calculating the optimal
number of checkpoints that minimizes the AET. What differentiates our work from
others, is that we assume a fault model where instead of limiting the number of
soft errors that can occur during time, we have considered a fault-free probability,
i.e. probability that no errors occur within a time interval.

For hard RTSs we have focused on RRC optimization where the optimization
goal is to maximize the probability of meeting the time constraints (deadlines). To
evaluate to what extent the time constraints are met, we have introduced a metric,
i.e. Level of Confidence (LoC), which represents the probability that a deadline is
met. In Chapter 4 we have analyzed, for a single job, the LoC with respect to a
given deadline. To be able to evaluate the LoC with respect to a given deadline,
we have first derived a probability distribution function and then we have proved
that the probability distribution function can be used to evaluate the LoC. As the
goal was to maximize the LoC, in Chapter 4 we have provided an expression that
calculates the optimal number of checkpoints such that the LoC with respect to a
given deadline is maximal. Due to the fact that LoC can be provided as a require-
ment at design time, we have analyzed the Guaranteed Completion Time (GCTδ),
which represents a completion time of a job that is guaranteed to meet a given
LoC requirement δ. In case of GCTδ , we have optimized RRC such that we have
provided an expression that calculates the optimal number of checkpoints which
minimizes GCTδ . What we highlight as an important conclusion from Chapter 4
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is that optimizing RRC for soft RTSs is different than optimizing RRC for hard
RTSs. We have demonstrated that relying on RRC optimization for soft RTSs can
significantly reduce the LoC for meeting a given deadline, i.e. the optimal num-
ber of checkpoints that leads to the minimal AET can significantly reduce the LoC
with respect to a given deadline.

In Chapter 5 we have analyzed, for multiple jobs, the LoC with respect to a
given global deadline. In such analysis the goal was to find the optimal checkpoint
assignment such that the maximal LoC with respect to a given global deadline is
obtained. An important conclusion from Chapter 5 is that applying the optimiza-
tion approach for a single job provided in Chapter 4 is not sufficient, i.e. locally
optimizing the number of checkpoints for each job or handling the set of jobs as
one single large job results in an LoC which is not optimal. Therefore, we have
analyzed how to calculate, for multiple jobs, the LoC with respect to a given global
deadline. We have shown in Chapter 5 that in order to find the optimal checkpoint
assignment that leads to the maximal LoC it is required to perform an Exhaustive
Search over all valid checkpoint assignments. However, we have shown that such
method is computationally intensive and extremely time consuming. Therefore,
to mitigate the shortcomings of the Exhaustive Search method, we have derived
a method, i.e. Semi-Exhaustive Search, which is always able to obtain the opti-
mal checkpoint assignment that results in the maximal LoC in significantly shorter
time.

Throughout the thesis we have relied on the assumption that the error probabil-
ity (error-free probability) is given, and further used to optimize the RRC scheme.
However, in practice it is difficult to know, or to estimate, the error probability due
to the fact that it depends on many factors and due to the fact that it can very over
time. Therefore, in Chapter 6, we have proposed two techniques: Periodic Proba-
bility Estimation (PPE) and Aperiodic Probability Estimation (APE), that perform
on-line estimation of the error probability and according to this estimates the RRC
scheme is adjusted such that the AET is reduced. The novelty of this work is
that we have jointly addressed the problem of error probability estimation with
on-line checkpoint adjustment to optimize RRC, which to our extent has not been
addressed earlier. By simulating the proposed approaches we were able to observe
that both approaches provide useful estimates of the error probability leading to
near-optimal performance of RRC.
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